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McReynolds
Essay Contest
drawing
to a close
Winners to
be announced
next month

By HAWKINS "TEAGUE
Staff Writer
The Murray Main Street Board of Directors discussed the
upcoming opening Of the Downtown Saturday Market and
fundraising ideas at its monthly meeting Thursday.
Board Chair Keith Travis said he had spoken
to Kentucky Agriculture Commissioner James
Corner when he was in town last weekend for
the Lincoln-Reagan Dinner and asked him if he
would come back to Murray to attend the market's opening day on May 17. He said Comer
agreed to the invitation. '
"We need to decide what we want him to. do
.and the protocol we want to use, if it's a ribboncutting or what we want to do, but he is excited
to come back to Murray and do something for all
those farmers, and he's glad to be here and support us," Travis said.
The board also briefly discussed publicity for the market. Main
Street Manager Deana Wright said there are farmers from all
over the region who sell their goods there, but Murray Main
Street hasn't typically marketed outside Calloway County
because there are farmers' markets in many surrounding areas as
well.
In her monthly report, Wright said demolition
had begun on the building on the corner of
Fourth and Main streets that suffered a partial
collapse on Feb. 22. She said it was unfortunate,
but it currently looks like the building housing
Pierce Keller & Associates would probably have
to be tom down as well. She said a preservation
grant Murray Main Street had received could not
be used for rebuilding because the building had
to be demolished and could not be restored.
Wright
Contacted by phone after the meeting. Murray
City Administrator Matt Mattingly said an official decision has not been made on that part of the demolition,
but it appears that the Pierce Keller & Associates location will be
demolished pending a final determination by the insurance company.
Wright said she posted a short video on Wednesday of the demolition taking place on the Murray Main Street Facebook page,
and it received 11,000 views after it was shared by a news website. She said this was remarkable considering that the Facebook
page had previously only had between 1,678 "Likes."
In other building-related news, she said she was pleased to
report that the roof of Mugsy's Hideaway is fixed.The restaurant
is located in a building owned by Murray Main Street.
Promotions Committee Chair Mark Welch talked about the

II See Page 2

By AUSTIN RAMSEY
Staff Writer

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times

CCSO DEPUTIES HONORED: Calloway County Sheriff's Office deputies Corey Keene,
left, and Troy Doss are shown this week receiving their life saving medals and certificates
of merit during the monthly meeting of the Calloway County Fiscal Court. Keene and Doss
were recognized for their efforts in a Jan. 12 incident in which they showed "above and
beyond actions" during a welfare check requested by a family member from another state.
The check resulted in the discovery of an elderly man'who had been in an incapacitated
state for up to five days and whose only means of communication with the deputies was
with a flashlight. The man later died from his condition but the family said the deputies'
actions bought them extra time with their loved one they would not have had otherwise.

Imes watches trapshooting
measure receive House OK
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Legislation to encourage the incorporation of
trapshooting as a sport in Kentucky high schools
is now in the possession of the Kentucky state
Senate.
On Wednesday, the House of Representatives
approved the measure, House Concurrent
Resolution II,by a 97-0 margin. The measure's
main sponsor is 5th District state Rep. Kenny
Imes of Murray.
"This is something where you can give kids a
chance to be in some kind sport, where they can
experience all the things kids with other sports,
like baseball,football and basketball,can experi-

ence. It's also something where
girls seem to be into it as much
as the guys," Imes said. "We
had a student from Christian
County High School that testified for this and something that
we came to learn is that a lot of
fundraisers throughout this
state involve trapshoots (also
known as skeet).
"It wasn't trap or skeet, but
,last week's NCAA National
Rifle Tournament back home shows what these
kinds of activities can mean for these kids."
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By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer

FARM TAG PROMOTION: Recently, workers at the Calloway County Clerk's Office
donned red T-shirts in support of the Calloway County High School FFA and 4-H programs
to promote the purchase of farm vehicle license tags. Those tags are due in the month in
March and a portion of the sales on those tags will go to FFA, 4-H and Kentucky Proud programs in Kentucky. The program is headed by the office of Kentucky Agricultural
Commissioner James Corner and county clerk's offices throughout the commonwealth.
Shown are (seated, front from left): Calloway County Clerk Antonia Faulkner; Craig Lamb,
CCHS student and Missy Crawford, deputy clerk. Back: Lisa Chrisman, deputy clerk;
Katherine Herndon, CCHS student; Susan Knott, deputy clerk; Stephanie Barrow, deputy
clerk; Lynn Paschall, deputy clerk; Terri Boggess, deputy clerk; Rita Kelso, deputy clerk;
Lee Ann Kelso, deputy clerk, Martha Farris, deputy clerk, and Tina Wilson, deputy clerk.

One of the more popular features to the Make a Difference
Day recyclables Collection
event returns Saturday.
Murray Mayor Bill Wells, a
co-founder of ttle event, said
Thursday that the Sintas shredder will be available to anyone
wishing to take a big step in the
non-ending fight against identity theft.
"The shredder has always
been a big deal here," Wells
said of the machine that will
join other recyclables stations
from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. on the
parking lot of Roy Stewart
Stadium on the Murray State
University campus. "I think a
big reason people like it so
much is that it's something they
usually charge to do, but with
this, you're able to bring up to
51 pounds of sensitive documents you don't want anymore,
•See
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'Difference Day'
Saturday at MSU
Stewart Stadium

p.m. Increasing clouds, with a
low around 47. South southwest wind 5 to 9 mph becoming northwest after midnight.
Saturday: Mostly sunny,
with a high near 59. North wind
6 to 8 mph.
Saturday Night: A 50 percent chance of showers, mainly after 7 p.m. Mostly cloudy,
with a low around 37. North
wind 7 to 11 mph.
Sunday: A 10 percent
chance of showers before
7am. Mostlysunny, with a high
near 51. North wind 11 to 13
mph
Sunday Night: Mostly clear,
with a low around 29. North
northeast wind 8 to 11 mph.
Monday: Mostly sunny, with
a high near 50. East wind
around 8 mph.
JOHN WRIGHT 1 Ledger & Times-

Murray
County's
Calloway
&
Hometown PlewsPaPer

The Alpha Department of the
Murray Woman's Club is putting the finishing touches on the
seventh and final McReynolds
Essay Contest this week after an
unusual contest period, organizers say.
elagued by bad weather and
subsequent school closures,
committee member Trish Barton
said this year's contest hasn't
gone as well as she would have.
liked, but there are exciting
things to come in the future of
the Character Counts initiative.
"I think the essay contest has
more or less run its course," she
said.
Committee member and judge
Kathy Jo Stubblefield said
judges were reviewing 84
entries Thursday and hoped to
have top three finishers in each
category by that evening.
It was positive remarks at the
funeral of Steve McReynolds
who died in a July 2007 car accident that eventually led to what
the 'essay contest has become
today. A staple in local schools,
the essay heralds the "Character
Counts" effort, an educational
program that emphasizes the
ethical quality of students, who
organizers say will become the
society
of
tomorrow.
McReynolds; a graduate of
Murray High School was said to
have been known for his own
good character. He was a
greeter at Walmart in Murray
and took his job very seriously,
becoming known for his smile
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II Difference
From Front
especially now near tax time
"I really think Sintas is cornmunity minded, though, in how
they do things, plus they get a
chance to hand out their business cards while they're here,
and, wouldn't you know, that
when you look around the town
you're seeing that Sintas truck
more and more here."
Wells said Make a Difference
Day averages about 400 carloads of materials. He said the
shredder's presence, though,
which is usually scheduled for
twice a year,causes that number
to rise by between 50 and 100
carloads.
In addition, usual participants
for Make a Difference Day will
also be available. This includes
collection areas for aluminum
cans, discarded batteries, eyeglasses and cell phones, books,
clothing, old medical prescriptions and more.
Saturday marks the 95th
Make
a
installment
of

From Front
possibility of getting each board
member to be responsible for
fundraising, noting that if every
member agreed to raise $500,
the organization would have a
$5,000 covered each year. He
said people could, for example,

Difference Day, a fact Wells
said still impresses him when he
thinks about it. However, an
even bigger number will be happening this time next year: No.
100.
"We're already getting the
party hats ready for that one,"
he said. "I never thought we'd
get to five, much less 95, much
less have a chance at 100 of
these. The good news is we've
got a year to think about it.
"What, to me, has been so
great about this, though, is the
response from the people of
Murray and Calloway County
who are committed to making
their world a better place. It's
also been fun to see the people
who come from Tennessee quite
often for this. We've even had
one or two who came from
Missouri, so it shows that the
word is getting out about this."

throw a house party and charge
each attendee for the meal. He
said he was thinking about having a barbecue in his back yard.
Wright also told the board it
was probably time to review its
mission statement and vision
and decide if it wanted to make
any revisions to it.

Calloway Coun ty C.:bap(ci

Every Donation Brings Hope

From Front
and friendliness.
When he died, his parents were
overwhelmed by the community's outreach and have since
organized a character scholarship
in his name. Since 2008,the essay
contest has also bore his name.
In years past, organizers said
the contest has brought out as
many as 600 entries. The 84
from this year is certainly fewer
than expected, but Barton and
Stubblefield agreed that it makes
sense, considering the wild wintry weather this season.
"Considering the weather and
the interruptions with the
schools' calendars, we are
pleased with the turnout,"
Stubblefield said. "We understand that teachers had other priorities."
Often teachers will take class
time to encourage participation
in the essay contest, but missed
days from icy weather put the
essay contest on the backburner.
Still, Barton said three winners
from each category - grades 3-5,
6-8, 9-12 and college-aged should be notified as early as next
week that they and three additional family members are invited to the awards banquet at the
Murray State University Curris
Center at 5:30 pm.on April 14.

Each of the seven years the contest has been held,organizers have
chosen a character attribute and a
member of the community who
displays that attribute. This year,
MSU President Dr. Tim Miller
was awarded that distinction.
"Whenever Murray State has
needed him, he's always been
there ready," she said
For the second year again,
MSU's Sigma Sigma Sigma
Sorority has taken a lead role in
sponsoring and advertising the
contest.
Barton said she is proud of the
effort and success the contest has
had with college-aged students.
Now, the Alpha Department
will relinquish the essay contest
and pass the Character Counts
torch back to the community
Character Counts Coalition,
which has been dormant over the
past few years.
Barton said she anticipates the
coalition may pick up on another
Character Counts initiative Pursuing Victory with Honor.
That effort is meant to educate
students on using good character
in competitive and athletic
events.
"Murray is an athletic community," Barton said."You need to be
gracious when you lose and even
more gracious when you win."

Committee kills tanning bed ban
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — A
Kentucky state Senate committee has killed a bill that would
have banned teenagers from
using tanning beds.
The bill would have banned
anyone under 18 from using a
tanning bed without a doctor's
Rep.
David
prescription.

Watkins, D-Henderson, said he
sponsored the bill to stop the
increasing number of skin cancer cases.
The bill passed the House by a
61-31 vote earlier this month.
But the bill failed to get the six
votes it needed to advance to
the Senate floor.

Feds seek
to drop old
counterfeiting
charges
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PADUCAH, Ky. ( AP) —
Federal prosecutors are seeking
dismiss counterfeiting
to
charges filed against a man in
2001 because they haven't been
able to locat, him in eight
years.
Assistant U.S. Attorney
David G. Sparks filed the
motion in federal court in
Paducah to drop the case
against William Charles Rath,
who was last known to be in
Canada awaiting removal to the
United States in 2006. Sparks
says Rath disappeared before
those legal proceedings were
completed and hasn't been seen
since.
Sparks says pulling together
the evidence and witnesses now
against Rath would not be feasible, warranting dismissal of
the case.
Rath and three others were
charged with a large-scale
counterfeiting scheme.
Three others pleaded guilty in
the case. One person served
five months in prison while the
other two received probation.

New round of sanctions
ordered against Russia
By JUUE PACE
AP White House Correspondent
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Seeking to intensify pressure on
Barack
Russia, President
Obama on Thursday expanded
U.S. economic sanctions against
Moscow over its actions in
Ukraine, targeting President
Vladimir Putin's chief of staff
and 19 other individuals as well
as a Russian bank that provides
them support.
Obama, warning of more costs
to come for the Kremlin if the
situation worsens, said he also
had signed an executive order
that would allow the U.S. to
penalize key sectors of the
Russian economy, including its
huge energy business. Officials
said Obama could act on that
authority if Russian forces press
into other areas of Ukraine, an
escalation of the crisis in
Crimea.
The president said the latest
penalties were the result of
"choices the Russian government has made, choices that
have been rejected by the international community."
"Russia must know that further escalation will only isolate
it further from the international
community," Obama said,
speaking -from the South Lawn
of the White House.
European Union leaders, too.
said they would expand the
number of people targeted with
various sanctions and indicated
they would cancel an EURussia summit. Chancellor
Angela Merkel told the German
parliament that if the crisis
deepens in Crimea and Ukraine,
the EU is prepared to move to
economic sanctions on a higher
level.
Russia retaliated quickly by
imposing entry bans on
American lawmakers and senior
White House officials. Among
them were Senate Majority
Leader Harry Reid, D-Nev., and

House Speaker John Boehner,
R-Ohio Obama's senior adviser
Dan Pfeiffer and his deputy
national security adviser, Ben
Rhodes, were also targets of the
Russian entry bans.
Boehner's office said the
speaker was. "proud to be
included on a list of those willing to stand against Putin's
aggression."
The new American sanctions
hit close advisers to Putin,
including Sergei lvanov, the
Russian president's chief of staff
and a longtime associate. Also
targeted were Arkady Rotenberg
and Gennady Timchenko, both
lifelong Putin friends whose
companies have amassed billions of dollars in government
contracts.
sanctioned:
Also
Bank
Rossiya, a private bank that is
owned by Yuri Kovalchuk, who
is considered to be Putin's
banker.
The U.S. sanctions followed a
first round of U.S. economic
penalties ordered earlier in the
week on I I people the U.S. said
were involved in the dispute in
Ukraine. Russia moved its military into Ukraine's Crimean
Peninsula three weeks ago and
has since formally annexed the
strategically important region
into its borders.
The U.S. has declared Russia's
incursion into Crimea a violation of international law and
does not recognize its annexation of the peninsula.
Still. U.S. officials privately
acknowledge that Russia is
unlikely to give up Crimea.
Instead, their top priority is
keeping Russia from moving
into other areas of Ukraine with
pro-Russian populations.
"The world is watching with
grave concern as Russia has
positioned its military in a way
that could lead to further incursions into southern and eastern
Ukraine," Obama said.
!,: •

ple in school and will be handled with absolutely the highest
The NCAA Tournament at degree of safety."
Murray State University last
Imes said a requirement he
weekend involved air rifles.
would hope would be included
There
is, however, the
would be that no student could
Association of College Unions
be involved with this sport
International that oversees shotgun-related competitions at the unless he had extensive firearms
collegiate levels, offering high- training, such as through a
dollar scholarships for competi- hunter education or basic
firearms training course.
tors.
The Senate could act on the
Imes, a Republican, said 22nd
District state Rep. Wilson Stone measure quickly, however that
of Scottsville, a Democrat, pro- still does not mean campuses in
vided valuable support for the the Bluegrass will be starting
measure since its introduction to teams immediately. The lanthe House in January. The guage of the resolution states
House Education Committee that its intent is to -Encourage
heard the measure on Feb. 25, the Kentucky High School
resulting in a favorable recep- Athletic Association, local
tion.
school districts, and schools to
"It's really big in his territory
voluntarily promote trapshootso I was quite happy that he
ing as a high school sport."
(Stone) chose to lend his supImes said this will be left up to
port to this measure," Imes said.
"I had been concerned that there those entities, and they will
would be opposition to this from have the final say.
"It's just a brand new
anti-gun folks but that really
approach,
and I really think this
didn't happen. I think the vote
on this shows that people under- could become a major athletic
stand that this is something that competition for our children,"
potentially can keep young peo- Imes said.
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Rand Paul criticizes
Obama,surveillance
at UC Berkeley

Bush: FORM/
through on
Common Core
standards

By PAUL ELIAS
Associated Press
BERKELEY, Calif. (AP) —
In a university speech,
Republican Sen. Rand Paul
criticized President Barack
Obama and other government
leaders over recent surveillance disclosures.
"I find it ironic that the first
African-American president
has without compunction
allowed this vast exercise of
raw power by the NSA," said
Paul Wednesday, noting that
other black heroes such as
Martin Luther King Jr. were
targets of illegal government
spying.
Paul was warmly received at
the University of California,
Berkeley, as he held forth for
30 minutes on what he perceives to be abuses of government spy programs and a lack
of oversight of the National
Security Agency.
Paul, who is considering a
presidential bid and is seen as
one of several GOP front-runners ahead of 2016, called for
the creation of a bipartisan
congressional committee to
address allegations raised by
Democratic Sen. Dianne
Feinstein of California that
CIA agents secretly searched
Senate computers.
He said he hoped that such a
commission would be similar
to the Church Committee of
the 1970s, referring to the special Senate panel that exposed
CIA abuses and pushed
through laws limiting the intelligence community's powers.
Dressed in blue jeans, white
Ralph Lauren shirt with logo,
red tie and cowboy boots. Paul
spent much of his time trying
to connect with his college-age
audience, warning several
times that their phones and
computers
were
easily
government
accessed
by
snoops.

By ERIK SCHELZIG
Associated Press
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Former Florida Gov.leb Bush on
Wednesday urged state officials to
follow through on Common Cote
education standards despite what
he called an "avalanche" of criticism from those who oppose
tilem•
Bush said at an edunation forum
with Tennessee Gov. Bill Haslam
and U.S. Sen. Lamar Alexander,
R-Tenn., that the standards are
key to improving educational
achievement around the country.
"This is a real-world, grown-up
approach to a real crisis that we
have," said Bush, who later
brushed off reporters' questions
about his presidential aspirations.
"And it's been mired in politics.
"Trust me I know," he said.
"There are not a whole lot of people who are standing up to this
avalanche."
Bush ascribed the opposition to
Common Core to what he called
"myths" about the standards being
part of a federal takeover of local
classrooms.
Common Core standards spell
out what math and reading skills
students should have in each
grade. They are designed to make
students think and reason more
than they do with traditional
classroom work.
Tennessee is among the vast
majority of states that have adopted the standards developed by the
National Governors Association
and the Council of Chief State
School Officers with help from
teachers, parents and experts.
But Tennessee is also among
the states grappling with a backlash against Common Core,especially by conservative groups.
Haslam on Tuesday embarked
bn qt. hastily arranged statewide
tour to try to drum up support for
Common Core amid moves by
state lawmakers seeking to delay
the standards and related testing
by two years.

"I believe what you do on a
cellphone is none of their
damn business," he said to
applause.
He compared the Republican
Party to a Domino Pizza's ad
campaign in which the company admits to having made bad
dough in the past but promising change in the future.
"We need a different kind of
party," he said.
Paul was asked his thoughts
HAWKINS TEAGUE / Ledger & Times
on Edward Snowden,the NSA
In the opening scene from "Charlotte's Web," Fern, played by Leiren Jackson, center, protects
contractor who leaked thou- the runt piglet Wilbur from her father. Wilbur and Fern's fattier are played by Scott Swalls and
sands of pages of sensitive
his daughter, Skylar Swalls, in Playhouse in the Park's theatrical adaptation of the classic childocuments exposing embar- dren's book by E.B. White.
rassing intelligence practices.
Snowden is living in Moscow,
afraid of criminal prosecution
if he returns to the United
States.
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
her as one of the leads.
Paul said that he had "mixed
Staff Writer
Skylar, who will be 10 years old next week, said,
emotions" about Snowden. On
layhouse in the Park presents the beloved "I like working with Alix because she has really
the one hand, Paul said
story of "Charlotte's Web" for two weekends become a good friend to me and she's more than just
Snowden broke the law, but
starting tonight.
a director here. She's been here and she's helped me
that he shouldn't "be shot or
The play is based on the classic 1952 children's if I've had a problem with something and she's
stung up." On the other hand,. book by E.B. White, in which a spider named helped me understand what I need to do on stage."
Charlotte saves a pig named Wilbur from slaughter
Leiren Jackson, a Benton resident who has acted
Paul said Snowden helped
by weaving messages about him into her web. The in many Playhouse shows in the last several years,
expose "an intelligence commessages — which include "SOME PIG," among plays Fern Arable, the young girl who initially promunity that's drunk with
others — continue to attract attention from Wilbur's tects Wilbur from being killed by her father to
keep
power,
unrepentant
and
owners and the townspeople, and get him entered in the pig from starving to
death when Wilbur is born
the county fair.
unwilling to relinquish power."
the runt of his mother's litter. She said this will be
The show is directed by Alix Bloodworth, who has
He said that "they're only
the last show she will do at Playhouse before leavgrown up acting in shows at Playhouse and is
sorry that they got caught.
ing for college. so it is very bittersweet for her as
preparing to graduate from Murray State University
well.
Without the Snowden leaks,
before moving away to go to law school, although
Charlotte is portrayed by Kayla Little, another
these spies would still be doing
she has not yet'decided where. She played Wilbur in
high
school student who has starred in many
whatever they please."
a production of the same script when she was in the
Playhouse
shows over the years.
fourth grade, so she said it was very fitting to come
The event, which drew about
Scott
and
Wendy are also in the show playing the
full circle and direct it in what will possibly be her
400 people, was organized by
final Playhouse show — at least fOr the foreseeable roles of Mr. and Mrs. Arable. Scott said they have
the campus Republican club,
supported Playhouse any way they could over the
future.
who filled the hall to capacity.
Bloodworth first miltarylo Swalls, who plays years, both personally and financially, and that he
Still, no protesters at this
Wilbur in the new show, four years ago when she and Wendy love spending time with Skylar doing
famously demonstrative camwas a counselor at the fltayhouse summer kids" the- something she is passionate about.
"Charlotte's Web" will play March 21-30. Friday
ater camp. The two of them bonded, and Skylar's
pus were visible and he drew a
and Saturday shows are at 7 p.m. and Sunday shows
parents,
Scott
and
Wendy
Swalls,
hired
Bloodworth
large crowd of well-wishers on
over the next few years to baby-sit Skylar, so are at 2:30 p.m. For more information or tickets,call
his way off campus.
Bloodworth said she is very proud to be directing 759-1752 or visit www.playhouseinthepark.net.

'Charlotte's Web' brings
classic children's story to life
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The call before the storm
The SavingMinutesC program is designed to gather information
provided by the residents of Calloway County to assist first
responders in the event of an emergency by saving minutes when
minutes matter.

To access the SavingMinutese program, go to www.callkyso.com
or vAvw.callowayhealth.org and click on the SavingMlnutesC icon.
If you do not have Internet access, you can pick up a hard copy of
the questionnaire at the Calloway County Health Department at 602
Memory Lane in Murray and they will enter the information for you.
Another option is to go to the Calloway County Public Library to
utilize their computers.

deal,
* optoens

Keeping citizens informed.

TWO LOCAL PROGRAMS THAT COULD SAVE LIVES!

This program is a collaborative effort with the Calloway County
Sheriff's Office and the Calloway County Health Department. It is
provided at no cost to you and all information is voluntary. You are
in control of the information you provide through this system. It is
an on-line registry that asks specific questions about your home,
your family, and any functional or medical needs within the home.
For example, if one of your family members is insulin or oxygen
dependent, then you could include that information when you
register so that first responders will be aware of that medical need.
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The CodeREDC program is designed to automatically
notify Calloway County citizens in the event of emergency
situations or critical community alerts. These notifications
Include severe weather warnings, evacuation notices,
bloterrorlsm alerts, boil water advisories, and missing
child reports.
This program is provided at no direct coat to vou and voq
can designee which Woe of alerts you want to make and
select the Woe of notification method. Notifications can
be sent to businesses and homes through telephone, cell
phones, text messages, or electronic mail.
The purpose of the CodeREDC program to notify the
citizens of Calloway County of any situation that could
Impact their safety, property, or welfare.
To register for the CodeREDC notifications, go to
www.callowaycounty-ky.gov and click on Cod•REDO.
You may also call Judge Larry Elkins at(270)753-2920.

Calloway County Health Department
(270)753-3381
Paid with federal grant funding.
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OUR READERS
WRITE
Editor's note: The following letter was written prior to Kentucky
House Bill' 117 being retitled Joint Resolution 185, which passed
the...House 95-0 on March 18.
To the editor
Kentucky House Bill 117 proposes to lease part of our public
State Parks including Kenlake, Cherokee and Kentucky Dam to private organizations and developers. It would be a flagrant violation
of promises made to the private landowners who were forced by
our federal government, using the power of eminent domain, to sell
their homes and land. In the 1930s, folks were told that their land
was being taken for public use. Some of the property taken had
been land grants given as payment to soldiers for service in the
Revolutionary War.
Years later, after the construction of Kentucky Dam and Kentucky Lake, part of the shoreline that TVA took by eminent domain
was leased to the State of Kentucky for the establishment of public State Parks. All of our State Parks are now public property,
open to everyone, and should remain so. Privatization of property
taken by eminent domain is wrong, even if the events are separated by several generations. It just isn't right.

James W.

James W
March 17, 2
Head, Miss.

William G. Hart, M.D.
Murray, Ky.
Opinions expressed on the Forum page do not
necessarily reflect the editorial opinion of the
Murray Ledger & Times.

My brother Steve

LETTERS POLICY
✓ Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, Ky.
42071, faxed to (270) 753-1927, or e-mailed to editor@m urrayledgercom.
11/ Letters mailed or faxed must be signed and have
address and phone number for verification purposes.
E-mailed letters must have name, address and phone
number.
V No letters will be printed anonymously.
✓ Letters should not exceed 300,words and must be
typed or legible.
✓ The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right to
edit or reject any letter on the basis of length, style,
spelling, grammar, libel, good taste and frequent contributors to the Forum page.
✓ Letters of a "thank you" nature that single out sponsors, businesses or individuals by name, except those
directed toward the community as a whole, will not be
accepted.
V Letters only represent the viewpoint and opinions of
the writer and not necessarily that of the Ledger &
Times staff.

— mimeo
mew at11
Our Elected Officials
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
361A Russell Senate Office Building Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-224-2541 (Washington #)

U.S. Sen. Rand Paul (R-Ky.)
SRC5 Russell Senate Office Building Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-224-4343

U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
2411 Rayburn House Office Bldg. Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-225-3115
www.house.gov/whitlield

My brother Steve is perhaps the smartest individual I
have ever known. Steve's
smarts are not necessarily contained in the category of "book
knowledge," although he can
master the contents of any
book he chooses to read. Of
course, his politics are different from mine and he does
not root for the proper college basketball team. But my
brother's intelligence rises
above politics and sports and
even the dry pages of any
book.
I don't think there is anything Steve cannot do. When
we were children growing up
in Fort Worth, Texas, our parents wanted us to learn music,
so we took violin lessons and
played in the Fort Worth children's orchestra. We moved
away from the city and the
violin lessons stopped abruptly, but even then it was obvious that it was the elder son
who had been blessed with the
musical talent.
Sure enough,although I love
a variety of music, and indeed,
unsuccessfully
tried
have
through the years to learn to
play a variety of instruments
— violin, piano, trumpet, guitar, cello — Steve is the one
who learned to play the guitar — both acoustic and electric bass. Steve was good
enough to play in a band. He

never took lessons, 1 don't gathered
together at
think; he taught himself. •
White
Such expertise holds true the
in all areas of life, for Steve House, with
can do everything that I am the possible
unable to do. He can fix lit- exception of
erally anything around a house, when
rebuild a car engine, fill a pre- Thomas Jefscription, kill and dress a deer, ferson dined
construct a deck,and as an EMT alone."
This
is HOMO and
deliver a baby or save someone's life. To me, my brother the way I
Away
is a modern day Thomas Jef- think of my
By James
ferson. There is nothing he brother, Duane Bolin
cannot do, if he really want- although I Ledger & Times
have never
Columnist
ed lb do, it.
him
James, Parton, Thomas Jef- told
ferson's"biographer, wrote that how I feel.
the sage of Monticello could Steve and Sharon found each
"calculate. an eclipse, survey other and their strong love for
an estate, tie an artery. plan each other, for their son Chris
an edifice, try a cause, break and his family, their granda horse, dance a minuet, and children, has brought them great
play the violin." Parton's joy. Their faith and their famdescription referred to a young ily come first in their lives.
Jefferson, before he ever wrote So Steve needs to know how
the Declaration of Independ- much his quiet example has
ence, became Secretary of State meant to me through all these
or President, or founded the years.
In his acceptance speech for
University of Virginia.
Of course, John F. Kennedy Best Actor in the 2014 AcadAwards,
Matthew
gave Jefferson his greatest com- emy
pliment when JFK hosted a McConaughey said that his hero
roomful of Nobel Prize win- was himself. When he was 15,
ners at the White House in he decided his hero would be
1962. "I want to tell you how himself in ten years. Ten years
welcome you are to the White later, he set it forward anothHouse," Kennedy said. "I think er decade. Each decade he
this is the most extraordinary does the same. My own heroes
collection of talent, of human have always been other famiknowledge, that has ever been ly members.

When our father lay on his
deathbed and when he could
still hear and understand, 1 got
real close to his face and I
looked into his beautiful, crystalline blue eyes and told him
that I loved him and I told
him that he was my hero. I
wish I had told him this more
often when he was in his
strength, not just during his
last few days following open
heart surgery.
Without hesitation 1 also
claim my brother Steve as my
hero. His love for me and for
my family is unconditional, as
is my love for Steve and his
family. I admire my brother's
many gifts, and I am grateful
for how he has used them in
service to others, especially'
when it meant dropping everything and without asking any
questions, driving down to
Tuscaloosa. Alabama to pick
up a dim-witted brother from
the Bear Bryant Inn and hauling said dim-witted brother.
along with a broken down MG
Midget, back to Webster County with only a few — only a
very few — well-Chosen words
all the way home.
Duane Bolin teaches in the
Department of History at Murray State University. Contact
at
Duane
jbolin@ murraystate.edu

State Rep. Kenny Imes(R-Murray)
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
1-800-372-7181

Room 329J, Capitol Annex
e-mail: Kenny.imes@Irc.ky.gov

State Sen. Stan Humphries(R-Cadlz)
Suite 209, 702 Capitol Avenue
e-mail: Stan.humphries@Irc.ky.gov

Frankfort, Ky. 40601
502.564.8100 Ext. 870
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The kindness of strangers
A sweater weather day,
sunny with a hint of spring
in the air, make it a perfect
afternoon for a three-hour ride
on the Western Kentucky Parkway for a businesi meeting
the next morning in Elizabethtown. If I leave home at 3,
I'll get there before dark.
All set? You bet. Radio's
tuned to WKMS.A cup offreshbrewed coffee sits in the drink
holder. The gas tank is full
and ready to go.
It's smooth sailing on the
WKP until I spy a flicker of
red on the dashboard, but as
quickly as I think I spotted a
warning light, it went away.
Minutes later, it happens again
The oil light is on again, off
again, weak as the pulse of a
Victorian lady with the vapors.
When it comes to cars. I
admit to near-illiteracy, but I
know for sure this is not a
good omen. I speed up, somehow hoping to out-race disaster. Minutes later, I breathe a
sigh of relief as I glide into
a parking space at the State
Police barracks in Madisonville.
Pop the hood. Check the
oil. Everything looks right.
Nevertheless, I go inside and
make a plea for assistance.
The helpful officer who comes
to my aid and affirms my find-

ings. There's oil in the car,
and now that the light has
gone off, he thinks I can get
to E'town on schedule.
But then he adds a caveat.
"I'd stop at Beaver Dam and
check it again, but if the light
goes on and stays .on and the
temperature shoots up, I'd pull
over right away."
Smooth sailing until Ohio
County. Again, the oil lamp
fades in and out like a bad
cell phone connection. I pull
in, turn off the car, check the
oil again. When I start up the
car again, the light is out. This
time I ask a young man with
a family for advice. He checks
the oil and says it's okay. He
counsels me to keep going.
Even though the light stays
off for most of the rest of the
trip, I'm anxious, and just as
I'm exiting to Route 65, the
light flutters on and off like
a weak moth. The trip has
taken longer than expected, so
by the time I check into my
hotel, it is too late to contact
an auto shop for an expert
opinion.
My meeting is at 10 the
next morning, so I'm up bright
and early to quiz the Comfort
Inn desk clerk about where I
might take my car. Amanda
calls the auto repair shof just

the
up
Friendliest Small Town in
street, but
America; there is no doubt in
they are too
my mind about that. But Elizto
busy
abethtown is the friendliest
help. When
medium-sized town, bar none.
,she asked if
What a relief to encounter
they could
helpful, cheerful, and professuggest
sional people when you need
another
it most. Relying on the kindoption,
ness of strangers is risky busiScott Nall's
ness, but in Elizabethtown. I
Auto Serv- Main Street
found
customer service at its
ice was the By Constance
best.
recommen- ' Alexander
Ledger & limes
dation.
Elizabethtown, according to
Columnist
n e
its tourism literature, is "in
more phone
the middle of it all." There
call,
and
are museums, historical housNall's said they would take a es, walking tours, a one-room
look and get me to my meet- schoolhouse, and an array of
ing on time. They are friend- Civil
War Sand military attracly and professional, nice peotions, including a cannonball
ple. It is almost like being at
from General John Hunt MorCunningham's, right here at
gan's forces during the 1862
home.
My meeting's at the Eliza- Christmas raid, still embedded
bethtown Tourism and Con- in the wall of the Depp Buildvention Center, and the peo- ing. There's plenty of arts and
ple there remind me of Mur- culture too, with other nearby
ray too. The receptionist led attractions connected to Abrame to the freshly-made pot of ham Lincoln and Bourbon Trail
coffee and pointed to a dis- distilleries.
play of brochures about the
For more information, log
many fine tourist activities on to www.TourEtown.com.
available in Hardin County and
Read Main Street online as
the area.
www.murrayledger.com. Con
The heart of this story is
tact the columnist directly at
that Murray is defmitely the
constanceakxander@twc.com.
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Dorothy 'Dot' Louise SIM

Obituaries

Dorothy "Dot" Louise Willett, 86, of Calvert City, Ky., died
Wednesday, March 19,2014,at Calvert City Convalescent Center in
Tara Kristine Duke, 19, of Murray, Ky., died Sunday, March 16, Calvert City.
She was a member of St. Pius X Catholic Church. She worked
2014,at Vanderbilt Hospital, Nashville,Tenn.
She was born April 27, 1994, in Lebanon, Ind., to Angela M. many years at Hutchens Restaurant as a waitress and retired from
Benton True Value. She was the co-owner of Benton Locker Plant.
•
Brock and Jerry L. Duke.
She was born Feb.28,1928,in Fancy Farm,Ky.,to Aubry Carrico
She is survived by her parents and stepmother, Kimberly Coffman
Duke; daughter, Ella M. Baldwin and her father,Trevor T. Baldwin; and Mae Carrico who preceded her in deaut
She is survived by daughters Marilyn Derington of Benton and
a brother, Korbin A. Brimblett; three sisters, Dani R. Coffman,
Kenzie L. Webster and Kira D. Brarnblett; grandparents Mary Jane Ellen Erwin of Benton; a brother, Bob Carrico of Cincinnati, Ohio;
a sister, Anna Elliott of Fancy Farm; grandchildren Craig Hanley of
and Don Schooler and Dennis R. Coffman.
She was preceded in death by her grandparents, Darn! Long and Calhoun, Ga., Brandi Campbell of Herrin, Ill., Emily Erwin of
Louisville and Amy Erwin of Murray; and three great-grandchilLeona Duke.
Funeral services will be Sunday, March 23, 2014, at 2 p.m., at dren.
She was also preceded in death by her husband, James Leon
Heritage Funeral Home with Teresa Speed officiating. Burial will
follow at Hicks Cemetery. Visitation will be Saturday, March 22, Willett; sons Steve Willett and James Leon Willett,Jr.; brother Rudy
Carrico and sisters Lennora Carrico, Lena Willett and Ruth
14. frotri 4-8 p.m.. at Heritage Funeral Home.
\-----"Serving as pallbearers are Landon Boggess, Tyler Shaw, Garret Sutherlands; and one great-grandchild.
A funeral mass will be at 10 a.m.,Saturday, March 22,2014,at St.
Wright. Kenny Baldwin,Jacob Carver and Shickill Davis.
Jerome Catholic Church, Fancy Farm, Ky., with Father Anthoni
Heritage Family Funeral Home is in ch!rge of arrangements.
Ottagan officiating. Burial will follow in the St. Jerome Cemetery.
Visitation will be from of 5 until 8 p.m., Friday, March 21,2014,at
James W. Edwards
James W. "Fuzz" Edwards, 71, of Hazel, Ky., died Monday, Collier Funeral home with Rosary at 7 p.m.
Memorial contributions may be made to the American Heart
March 17, 2014, at Woodland Village Nursing Home in Diamond
Association, Great Rivers Affiliate, P.O. Box 15120, Chicago, Ill.
Head, Miss.
Funeral services will be at 11 a.m.,Friday, March 60693-5120.
21. 2014, at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with
the Rev. Eugene Nichols officiating. Burial will James Craig Thurman
••••••••••,....••••
James Craig Thurman,52,of Paducah, Ky., died Monday, March
follow in the South Pleasant Grove United
17,
2014, in Creve Coeur, Mo.
Methodist Church Cemetery.
He was born Aug. 2, 1961 in Murray, Ky. He was a member of
He was born Feb. 24, 1943, in Calloway County, Ky., to James
First Baptist Church, Murray and a ballroom dance
Ralph and Goldie Scruggs Edwards who preceded him in death. He
instructor/coach/adjudicator.
was a farmer, attended the South Pleasant Grove United Methodist
He is survived by a son, Curt Thurman of
Church and the Tri-M Sunday school class. He served in the Army
Murray; fiance' Jane Triplett of Puryear, Tenn.;
National Guard.
father, Charles "Boogie" Thurman of Cape Coral,
Mr. Edwards is survived by his wife, Jean Burton Edwards of
Ha.; and a brother, Ashley Thurman and wife Pam
Hazel. They were married Feb. 17, 1966 in Murray. He is also surof Paducah.
vived by a daughter, Cindy Farmer and husband Howard of
He was preceded in death by his mother, Elsie
Diamond Head. Miss.; a son, Micah Edwards and wife Tracy of
Love Thurman.
Hazel; a sister, Marlene Beach of Murray and three grandchildren,
A memorial service will be at 2 p.m., Saturday,
Courtney and Savannah Farmer, both of Diamond Head and Justin
Thurman
Mach.
-9,N14,at the Thurman School of Dance.
Pitman of Murray.
225 Brentwood Dr., Paducah.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to South Pleasant Grove
In lieu of flowers, a memorial fund is being established for his
United Methodist Church Building Fund,c/o Ronnie Jackson,2615
education. Contributions may be made to Curt Thurman
son's
Taylor Store Road, Murray, Ky. 42071.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneral- Educational Fund, c/o Imes-Miller Funeral Home, 311 N. 4th St.,
Murray, Ky.42071.
home.com.
Condolences may be left at wwwimesmiller.com
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Imes-Miller Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Tara Kristine Duke
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Annetta Sue Saccketti

James Melvin Williams

Annetta Sue Saccketti, 72, of Benton. Ky., died Thursday. March
20, 2014, at Christian Care Center of Kuttawa in Kuttawa, Ky.
She was born June 9, 1941 in Land Between the Lakes to Herbert
Lawrence and Suzie Forsythe Lawrence who preceded her in death.
She retired as a private duty nurse in the healthcare industry.
She is survived by sons, Derek Walz of Grand Rivers, Mike
Saccketti Gordon of Benton and Kevin Brown of Ft. Lauderdale,
Fla.; a brother, Bill Lawrence of Rock Hill, S.C.; a sister, Fannie
Knott of Almo; four grandchildren and three great-grandchildren.
She was also preceded in death by a brother, Freddie Milam and a
sister, Betty Lucille Lawrence.
A memorial service will be at 2 p.m., Sunday, March 23,2014,at
Collier Funeral Chapel, Benton, Ky., with Leon Knott officiating
Visitation will be from noon until 2 p.m., Sunday, March 23, 2014
at the funeral home.
Memorial contributions may be made to Lourdes Hospice, P.O.
Box 7100. Paducah, Ky. 42002-9961.
Collier Funeral Home. Benton, is in charge of arrangements.

James Melvin Williams,76,of Murray, Ky.,died Thursday. March
20,2014, at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was a retired painter, a member of the Liberty Cumberland
Presbyterian Church and a veteran of the U.S.
Army.
He was born,April 30, 1937,to Victor and Alpha
Mae Jones Williams. In addition to his parents, he
was also preceded in death by his wife Betty Jo
Dowdy Williams, to whom he married Dec. 23,
1961, in Marshall County: Ky.; one stepdaughter,
Chelsea Oakley and two sisters, Hilda Dick and
Opal Walters.
Mr. Williams is survived by one daughter, Karen
Fay Williams of Murray;one sister, Agnis McClain
Williams
and husband Charles of Murray; two brothers,
Rudy Williams and wife Wanda of Paris,Tenn.,and
Roy Williams, Sr. and wife June of Murray.
Graveside services will be at 1 p.m., Sunday,
March 23, 2014, at the Elm Grove Cemetery with
Rev. Robert McKinney officiating. Burial will follow. Visitation will be from 5-8 p.m., Saturday, March 22, 2014, at
the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to St. Jude Children's
Research Hospital, P.O. Box 50, Memphis,Tenn. 38101-9929 or a
favorite charity of choice in his memory.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements:

Dr. Douglas Michael Wilson
Dr. Douglas Michael Wilson, 41, of Paducah, Ky., died at 5:25
p.m.. Tuesday. March 18, 2014, in Graves County, Ky.
He was a member of St. Thomas More Catholic Church. He was
a Doctor of Dermatology, owned Bluegrass
Dermatology and was a member of the American
Dermatology Association. He was a graduate of
Carlisle County High School, received his bachelors degree from Murray State University and
graduated medical school at the University of
Louisville.
Dr. Wilson is survived by his wife, Melissa
Mangino Wilson; two daughters, Anna Caroline
Wilson and Lily Virginia Wilson both of Paducah;
three sons, John Douglas Wilson, Luke Gilliam
Wilson
Wilson and Samuel Michael Wilson, all of
Paducah; his parents, Michael Freddy Wilson and Elizabeth Janet
Thompson Wilson of Fancy Farm; three sisters, Ellen Carrico and
husband Russ of Fancy Farm, Theresa Kennemore and husband
Eric of Mayfield and Brandi Wilson of Graves Co.; three brothers,
Michael Wilson,Jeremy Wilson and Nick Wilson,all of Graves Co.;
brothers-in-law, Michael Mangino and wife Lindsey of Louisville
and Matthew W. Mangino ancl wife Elizabeth of Paducah; father
and mother-in-law. Hilary and Virginia Hunt of Paducah; several
aunts, uncles, nieces and nephews.
A funeral mass will be at 11 a.m.,Saturday, March 22,2014,at St.
Thomas More Catholic Church with Rev. Pat Reynolds and Rev.
Darrell Venters officiating. Burial will follow at a later date.
Visitation will be from 4-8 p.m., Friday, March 21,2014, at Milner
and Orr Funeral Home of Paducah. Prayers will be said at 7 p.m.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions to St.
Mary School System, 1243 Elmdale Road,Paducah, Ky. 42003.
Condolences may be left at www.milnerandorr.com.
Milner and Orr Funeral Home, Paducah,is in charge of arrangements.

Charles W. Greer
Charles W. Greer, 63, of Almo, Ky., died Thursday, March 20,
2014, at 5 a.m., at his home.
He was born Jan. 24, 1951, in Marshall County, Ky. to James and
Doris Greer who preceded him in death.
He is survived by a son, Chad Jason Greer and wife Courtney of
Murray; brothers Tommy Greer and wife Kay of Kirskey, Kenneth
Greer and wife Luna, Jimmy Greer and wife Peggy and Donald
Greer, all of Murray; sisters, Patty Harris and husband Ricky of
Murray, Margaret Wisehart and husband Ronald and Jane Lamb and
husband Steve, all of Almo.
Funeral services will be Saturday, March 22, 2014, at 2 p.m., at
Imes-Miller Funeral Home with Glynn Orr officiating. Burial will
follow in the Spring Creek Cemetery. Visitation will be Saturday.
March 22, 2014, from 9 am. until the funeral hour at the funeral
home.
Online condolences may be left at www.imesmiller.com.
Imes-Miller Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Every Donation
Brings Hope.

American
Red Cross

Kentucky

News in Brief
Ranger: Bell County blazes were arson
PIN EVILLE,Ky.(AP) — Forestry officials and Kentucky State
Police are searching for suspects after determining that eight fires
in Bell County were intentionally set.
WYMT-TV reports that blazes on Saturday included some at
Pine Mountain State Resort Park that posed a threat to the lodge,
some cabins and some historical monuments.
"We were very fortunate to not lose any structures," Bell County
Forest Ranger Lem Johnson said.
He said investigators worked on Wednesday to determine the
exact points of origin and were following up on tips from area residents.
"We have several reports of witnesses that saw the activity in the
park area that day around that time, and we're pursuing leads with
Kentucky State Police," said Johnson.
Officials are asking that anyone with information about the tires
call the Arson Hotline at 800-27-ARSON.
"Arson is a very serious crime. It could have potentially caught
homes on fire," Kentucky State Police Trooper Shane Jacobs said.
"We have troopers and detectives out right now interviewing people who may have seen an individual setting those fires."

Same-sex marriage recognition on hold
LOUISVILLE. Ky.(AP) — A federal judge is giving Kentucky
more time to officially recognize same-sex marriages performed in
other states and countries, saying doing so will allow the law to
become settled without causing confusion or granting rights only
to have them taken away.
The ruling Wednesday comes just two days before gay couples
would have been allowed to change their names on official identifications and documents and obtain the benefits of any other married couple in Kentucky.
U.S. District Judge John G. Heyburn II of Louisville said in a
four-page order that it is "best that these momentous changes
occur upon full review" rather than being implemented too soon or
causing confusing changes.
"That does not serve anyone well," said Heyburn, an appointee
of President George H.W. Bush in 1992.
Heyburn said the delay would stay in place until the U.S. 6th
Circuit Court of Appeals in Cincinnati either rules on the merits of
the case or orders the stay lifted.
Heyburn's order is similar to those granting same-sex marriage
recognition rights but putting the implementation on hold in
Texas, Utah, Virginia and other states.

Senate eyes cutting legislative sessions
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky lawmakers would spend
less time in session under a proposal that passed the Senate with
bipartisan support on Wednesday.
The proposed change to the state constitution aims to cut the
amount of time lawmakers are in session by a third over each twoyear period.
Senate President Robert Stivers said his proposal would save
money and encourage more people to run for legislative seats.
Lawmakers now meet for 90 days every two years, which takes
them away from jobs and their families for months at a time, he
said.
"There are people in this chamber, as we stand here and sit here
today, that have thought about leaving or are leaving because we
are no longer a citizen legislature," said Stivers, R-Manchester.
The measure cleared the Republican-led Senate on a 34-3 vote
and now goes to the Democratic-run House. The proposed revisions to the legislative calendar would go on the November ballot
for Kentucky voters to decide if it clears the General Assembly.

Panel OKs trial use of cannabis oil
FRANKFORT. Ky.(AP) — Kentucky lawmakers took another
key step Wednesday toward legalizing a medicinal oil derived
from marijuana or hemp as an option to treat severe childhood
seizures.
The bill, once seemingly a long shot, cleared the House
Judiciary Committee with strong bipartisan support and now heads
to the House floor — where its backed by the chamber's top
leader. The measure has already passed the Senate.
If it becomes law, the measure would represent a limited breakthrough for medicinal use of a derivative of marijuana, a plant
banned in the state decades ago.
The House panel advanced the bill after hearing from an eastern
Kentucky woman who wants her son to be treated with the nonintoxicating oil, which would be administered orally under the
tongue.
Rita Wooton held up a photo of her 4-year-old son Eli and a
plastic bag filled with drugs that she said have not worked in treating Eli's seizures. The family made more than two dozen trips to
Cincinnati last year to have her son treated, resulting in mounting
medical bills and related costs, she said.
The measure offers a chance for a new treatment without having
to take her son out of Kentucky to legally gain access to the drug,
she said.
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• The Calloway County
Fiscal Court will meet in special session at 9 a.m
Monday in the first-floor conthe
of
room
ference
County
Calloway
Courthouse, 101 S. Fifth St.
The only agenda item is a
motion to authorize Calloway
Judge-Executive
County
Larry Elkins to enter into an
the
with
agreement
Commonwealth of Kentucky
Department of Homeland
Security.
• The Murray Cable
Commission will meet at
noon Monday in the City Hall
council chambers. After the
chair's report, commissioners will hear franchise.agreement reports from Murray
Electric System and Time
Warner Cable.
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Bright.fit sunny welcome here! Built 19%. Large deck
with private, treed back yard. HIVAC replaced 2011.
Roof replaced 2009. Fireplace w/gas logs in formal living room. This 3bedroom,2bath home has potential for
a 4th bedroom!
Contact
Rebecca Landoll
for more information at

(270)293-3155
c2Ii1el)murray-ky.net
301

This 4 bedroom and 2.5 bath home has designer finishes and
details which will truly inspire and delight you. Custom
touches are added in every morn from deep crown moulding,
to gorgeous hardwood floors, and a master closet envied by
no other You will definitely have to we to appreciate!
Contact
Carrie Armstrong
_
for more information at
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Murray Bank
Good Life
trips planned
Special to Use Ledger
The Murray Bank Good Life
will be traveling to the Southern
Women's Show on Thursday,
March 27 in Nashville, Tenn. A
bus trip is planned for June II15 to Shipshewana. Ind., the
third largest amish community
in the U.S. This trip will include
many sites and activities local to
the area as well as seeing the
amish perform in a musical proBoys in
.
duction, the Oak Ridge
.concert and The Gaither's in
concert.
For more information, contact
Brenda Sykes at(270)767-3338
or email bsykes@the murraybank.com.

Baby Registry
Ellen & Josh Adams
'Lauren Alexander & Steven Thomas
Emily & Michael Ashton
Kola & Blake Cary
Melinda & Tim Clark
Courtney & Eric Deasel
Brittany & Daniel Farr
Hailee & Justin Ford
Jessica & David Free
Cnstina & Matt Garrison
Gail & Phil Gray
Cara & Trey Green
Beth Hamblin & Todd Pruitt
Julie & Anthony Hardin
Lora Hopkins & Rob Gingles
Ashley Jackson & Cody Tynes
Shannon Jennings & Michael Dowdy
Brittni & Josh Kerr
Shoe & Adam Loomis
Jennifer & Lauren Miller

DATEBOOK
Make a Difference Day
Make a Difference Day will be Saturday,
March 22, at the Murray State University Roy
Stewart Stadium parking lot from 9 a.m. to 1
p.m. Paper and cardboard of all types will be
collected which will benefit both family
resource centers. The Lion's club will collect
eyeglasses, the WATCH center will take aluminum cans and CASA will collececell phones.
West KY. rnentoring will have a bin for ink jet
Datebook cartridges,
Angel's Attic will collect clothes and
Martha
Kiwanis will take unwanted shoes. The
the
Finney Andrus.
Murray police and the Calloway County sherCommunity
department will combine efforts to collect
iff's
editor
prescription drugs. Plastics, tin cans, glass, batteries (a,b,c and d )and used motor oil will be taken. The super
shredder will also be present. Books will be gathered for recycling
to benefit community education. For more information,call Murray
Family Resource Youth Service center(270)759-9592 or Calloway
County Family Resource Center(270)762-7333.

Photo provided
NEW OFFICERS ELECTED: The Murray Magazine Club elected new officers for 2014 at its
Founders Day luncheon. Pictured, from left, Sue Overbey, vice president; Melissa Easley, secretary; Susan Hart, president; and Jackie Harrison, Treasurer. The next meeting of the club will
be Thursday, March 27, at Dumplins at 2 p.m., hosted by Martha Broach.

Murray State University students
perform at Music Dept.'meeting
Special to the Ledger
Piano students of Murray
State University professor Dr.
Matt Gianforte performed
works by Bach, Schubert,
Chopin, Grieg and Bartok at the
March meeting of the Music
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club. The program
was preceded by a potato bar
dinner which raised over $300
for the department's Relay for
Life team. Mina Park, a sophomore from South Korea, was the
winner of one of this year's
sophomore scholarships sponsored by the department. Kara
Newsome is a junior music education major from Mayfield.
Money for the scholarships is
provided by the department's
annual dinner/concert fundraiser in May. Tickets are now
available from any department
member.

Jessica Owen & Jorren Litchfield
Erin & Brandon Passmore
Joannah & Brian Rogers
Camee & Grant Rudolph
Chelsea Smith & Steven Duff
Michele & Tim Underhill
Krista & Jared Vincent
Meredith & Adam Walters
Charlsie & Jesee Williams
Shama Williams & Cameral Stockwell
Chasity & Mark York
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!THEATRES

For movies IL showtimes

Th

Plakibbbit
Children's Clothing di Accessories
"Home of All Things Nursery"
209 N. 12th St.• Murray
:753-7534
aidrabbitmurra .com

Call theatre Ime at 753-8084
or call our 24 hour into line
at 753-3314.
On your computer or smartphone
go to the Cheri website at
wynv.moviesInmurray.com
Al movies Fresented in
Hi-Def Digital Projection

RARE OPPORTUNITY!
First Time Offered!
in

I I. I I.

Beautiful brick home on 2.5 acre lot in the city limits.
Three or four bedroom, 2-1/2 baths. Open floor plan.
Finished upstairs for fourth bedroom or rec room. Approx. 3550 sq. ft. Newly remodeled, spacious kitchen.
New roof, circle drive, HVAC and windows. Newly
added sunroom. Double garage. Outbuilding/Shop.
Fenced yard. Tree-shaded, beautifully landscaped and
end of street privacy yet in town.

ALL THIS FOR ONLY $259,000!

Special
The ani
by the
First Bap
Catego
al seconc

Williams Chapel to host annual sing
Williams Chapel Church of Christ, KY 94,Lynn Grove, will have
its annual singing Friday, March 28, from 7-11 p.m. The public is
invited to attend.

HI

St. Leo's Catholic Church will have its annual fish fry every
Friday from March 7 until April I 1 ,from 4:30-6:30 p.m.

Youth Centers to hold meeting
The Murray Family Resource Youth Service Center and Calloway
County Resource Center will hold a "Grandparents Raising
Grandchildren" meeting Monday,March 24,from noon until I p.m.,
at the Calloway County Board of Education, 2110 College Farm
Road. All interested parties are welcome to attend.

Murray Elementary SBDM to meet
The Murray Elementary School's Site-Based Decision-Making
council will meet Monday, March 24, at 3 p.m., in Vie conference
room of Murray Elementary. All interested personsare invited.
Photo provided
Pictured are, from left, Mina Park and Kara Newsome.

Last year there were 76 registered cyclists from the region
and approximately $3,600 was
raised for the Murray State
University Cycling Team. This
year the proceeds will be split
50/50 between the Murray State
University Cycling Team and
Lions Club
Murray
the
Skatepark.
The Murray State Cycling
Team is a co-ed sport and is not
allotted funding from Murray
State University. The team was
founded in 2000 and they are a
division two team competing in
the Midwest Collegiate Cycling
Conference. Funds are needed to
pay for race fees, transportation
to events, special training events
and team kits in order to
increase their presence in this
conference. The team consists of
II riders, many winning first
and second place positions in
road, cyclocross and mountain
bike races, both collegiate and
USA Cycling events. Their tearb
mission is to represent Murray
State University and the community through competitive and

casual cycling and to increase
awareness of cycling in Murray
in order to encourage health and
wellness. You can follow the
te.am on their Facebook page,
Murray State Cycling.
This year's century ride will
have 30, 60 or 100 mile routes.
It will take riders through the
scenic, gently rolling terrain of
southwest Calloway County.
There will be rest stops along
the route complete with snacks,
drinks, toilet facilities and SAG
(Support and Gear) vehicles.
Participants will receive goody
bags with Swiftwick socks and a
post-ride meal. Cyclists are
required to wear a helmet and
obey all traffic laws.
On-site registration begins at
Gear Up Cycles at 7 a.m.
Starting times are: 100 mile - 8
a.m.;60 mile - 8:15 a.m.; and 30
mile - 8:30 a.m. Routes and
entry forms can be downloaded
at www.gearupcycles.com. For
more information, call Gear Up
Cycles, Tuesday - Saturday, 10
a.m. until 6 p.m., at (270) 7612453.

MURRAY FRATERNAL ORDER OF POLICE
LODGE #23
hosts

DATES

March 22,2014
1608 Hermitage Place

Cl

The Calloway County Public Library will offer a class on how to
use Skype and Twitter Tuesday, March 25, from 5-7 p.m. On
Thursday, March 27, from 12:30-2:30 p.m.,,a class will be offered
on interne' safety. The classes are free but you must register. Call
the library,(270) 753-2288, to register or for more information.

Fish fry to be held

T
J

CCPL to offer computer classes

Buck Cancer Relay for Life team will have a rebate afternoon at
the Big Apple Cafe on Saturday, March 22,from II a.m. until 6 p.m.
There will be a Buck Cancer receipt box by the register to put your
receipts. Help a worthy cause and honor our friend Mark "Buck"
Buckingham.

Fundraiser ride for cyclist to be held
Special to the Ledger
Gear Up Cycles, of Murray,
will be hosting its fourth annual
Century
Punch
Sucker
Fundraiser Ride on Saturday,
April 5. As otie of the earliest
century rides of the season, it
provides a "sucker punch" to get
riders off the couch and back on
their bicycles.

Categor
and Anr

Buck Relay team to hold rebate day

Ashley Moore & Christopher McClain
Brooke & Justin Moore

email 111111111111111

2:00 - 4:00 p.m.
103 North 3rd Street • Murray, KY 42071
We will be taking canned foods and items to
donate to Murray-Calloway County Needline.

MI are welcome to attend!
For more info,email murrayfo_p230murray-ky.net
Parking available in lots next to
Chip Adams Law Office on Main Street.

4-H Livestock Team to meet
The 4-H Livestock Team and Stockman's Club will meet Monday,
March 24,from 3:30-5 p.m., at the Expo Center classroom. Celisa
Cunningham and Shawn Harper are the certified leaders. This is in
preparation for livestock judging competition and learning to show
beef heifers, sheep, goats or hogs. New members are welcome.
Youth must have six hours of instruction prior to the livestock judging competition in order to show their animals.

Need Line Open House to be held
Murray-Calloway County Need Line will have an open house in
celebration of their 40 years of service on Monday, March 24,from
5-7 p.m., at the Need Line office at 509 North Eighth Street. The
community is encouraged to attend and enjoy refreshment, meet the
board, volunteers and staff and take a tour of the facility.

Presentation on Bullying to be held
Dr. Allan Beane will be speaking on "Protecting Your Child From
Bullying" at 8 p.m., Sunday, March 23 at Westside Baptist Church.

Calloway Extension Council to meet
The Calloway County Extension Council will meet on Monday,
March 24, at 7:30 a.m., for breakfast and an Extension Council
meeting will follow at 8 a.m., at the UK Cooperative Extension
Office meeting Mom at 310 South Eighth Street. All members of the
Council are encouraged to attend. The District Board will meet following the Extension Council meeting.

MWC Creative Arts Dept. to meet
The Murray Woman's Club Creative Arts Department will meet
Monday, March 24, at 9:30 a.m. The program will be on creative
writing. All members are invited to attend.

Breast Cancer Group to meet
, The Breast Cancer Support Group will meet Tuesday, March.P.
t.6:-30 p.m.,at the Murray-Calloway County Wellness Center classroom. For more information,contact Evelyn Wallis (270)489-2462
or Angie Hutching, R.N.(270)435-4455.

4-H Country Ham Club to meet
The 4-H Country Ham Club will meet Tuesday, March 25,from
3:30-5:30 p.m.,at the extension office. This meeting will be to work
on speeches. Judy Kelso is the leader. The team will be going to
Broadbent's in Cadiz on Saturday, March 29,to select and cure their
hams.

Gentry House needs donations
The Gentry House is in need of gently used furniture, cleaning
supplies, laundry/dish soaps and cash donations. Please contact the
staff at(270)761-6802 or the gentryhouseevnail.com.

U16 coed soccer team to form
A new U16 coed soccer team is forming for the 2014 spring season. This is for 14,15 and 16 year olds and all skill levels are welcome. Practices and games will be arranged for minimum confbct
with school teams. Games will be played against a mixture of load
and regional teams both at home and away. Contact Randy (270)
978-2203 for more information.

MYBSA needs umpires
The Murray Youth Baseball and Softball Association (MYOSA,
)
of the Murray-Calloway County Parks and Recreation are in need 01
umpires for the 2014 season. Applicants must be at least 16 Yews
.
ca
age. Applications are available at the MCC Park office or WWI
infoOplayballmcc.com to request an applicatiott
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Photo provided
Category one students pictured, from left, Marli Mehta, Skyler Ford, Caleb Darnell, Paris Fan
and Anney Kelly. Absent was Maggie Drew and Even Schwepker.

Photo provided
Category two, three and four students pictured, front row, left to right, Kate Ward, Hannah
Gibson and Cade Flail. Back row, left to right, Sunny Kwan, Graham Gibson and Henry Kwan.

Church Hymnal Festival held at First Baptist Church
Special to the Lotion.
The annual West Kentucky area Church Hymn Festival,sponsored
by the Murray Music Teachers Association, was recently held at
First Baptist Church with Kala Dunn serving as.adjudicator.
Category one and two students performed a hymn with an optional second piece for adjudication. Category three and four students

played a hymn as the congregation sang under the direction of First
Baptist Church Interim Music Director Eleanor Spry. Students in all
four categories received comment sheets, special seals and certificates!
Participating teachers were Jenny Darnell and Kelly Weaver of
Marshall County and Janet Finch and Margaret Wilkins of Murray.
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Finch and Wilkins served as festival coordinators.
The next piano event for area students is Sonata/Sonatina
Saturday to be held Saturday, April 26, at Murray State University.
Interested teachers may contact Sonata chairperson, Kathy Thweatt
at kthweatt@murraystate.edu or Murray Music Teachers
Association president Margaret Wilkins at(270)753-1866.

Health care law has uneven impact on companies
TOM MURPHY,
AP Business Writer
The health care overhaul
affects businesses both big and
small in ways that are as widereaching as the law itself.
Wal-Mart, the largest U.S. private employer, expects $330
million in additional health care
costs this year in part because it
thinks more employees are signing up for its insurance to meet
the law's requirement that most
Americans have coverage.
On the other end of the spectrum,the owner of a 1-800-GotJunk?
franchise
near
Philadelphia; figures he'll save
money because his 12 workers
now can ,shop for coverage on
public insurance exchanges created by the overhaul.
"For an employer at my level,
its a win," said Eric Blum,franchisee of the junk removal service.
The Affordable Care Act,
which aims to provide coverage
for millions, is playing to decidedly mixed reviews in corporate
America. Its impact on companies varies greatly, depending
on factors such as a firm's number of employees and whether it
already provides health insurance.
Some businesses are dealing
with administrative hassles or
rising costs, while others worry
about the law's requyement that
mid-sized and big companies
offer coverage or face penalties.
But the law hasn't meant big
changes for every company.
And some small businesses now
can offer employees a benefit
they wouldn't be able to afford
without the law.
RISING COSTS
Wal-Mart Stores Inc. expects a
jump in its health care costs in
part because enrollment in its
health plan will climb by about
100,000 this year. The retailer
covers about 1.1 million
employees and dependents. Bill
Simon, president of Wal-Mart's
U.S. division, speculated last
month that some new enrollees
signed up because of the law.
Some companies that haven't
provided insurance are preparing for the requirement that
firms with 50 or more full-time
employees offer coverage or
face a penalty.
Sarah Curtis-Fawley,owner of
Pacific Pie Co.,a Portland,Ore.,
restaurant and wholesale pie
company, said the cost of providing coverage for her 54
employees could amount to a
tenth of Pacific's annual revenue
of about SI million. So,she said
she may have to raise menu
prices or postpone opening a
third restaurant.
"I haven't been able to find a
plan that would seem to make
sense financially," CurtisFawley said.
MAKING CHANGES
At the start of this year, United
Parcel Service Inc. dropped
health insurance benefits for

workthg spouses of the parcel
delivery company's nonunion
employees who could get coverage elsewhere. UPS said the
change was due to rising health
care costs and the overhaul.
Indiana University has started
trimming hours for about 750
employees who aren't considered full-time but averaged
more than 30 hours a week so
the university can avoid the
requirement that it provide those
workers coverage. Spokesman
Mark Land didn't" have an estimate for how much this will
save in health care costs. But he
noted that the university, which
covers about 18,000 full-time
employees, spends more than
$213 million per fiscal year on
health care, and it budget for
that expense climbed more than
7 percent from last year.
"At some point, we had to balance our commitment to
employees with the realities of
our financial situation and our
responsibility to taxpayers and
students who pay much of the
bill," he saysi
ADMINISTRATIVE
HEADACHES
Businesses owners say they
have to take time away from
running their companies to
understand the law and explain
it to employees. The overhaul
also forces some without human
resources staff to spend more on
consultants to help them translate changes in the law.
About 78 percent of more than
700 employers surveyed recently by the benefits consultant
Mercer labeled the increased
administrative burden imposed
by the law as either a significant

or very significant concern.
And that has been intensified
by several changes that have
been made to the law's requirements. For instance, the deadline for employers with 50 or.
more full-time workers to begin
offering affordable coverage has
been pushed back and tweaked a
few times. That buys companies
time but also forces some to
revisit and adjust their plans.
"Nothing about this law is
simple," said Don Susswein, a
principal at McGladrey LLP,
which does benefits consulting
for medium-sized employers.
. LOW IMPACT
The overhaul hasn't fazed
many companies, especially
those in industries that must provide attractive benefits to attract
and keep highly skilled workers.

Tech giant Google Inc., which
ranks among the nation's best
places to work, said it hasn't had
to make any significant changes
to its health benefits to adhere to
the law:
The law requires that employer-sponsored plans cover at least
a certain percentage of expected
health care costs, and more than
80 percent of companies surveyed 416 Mercer said they
already meet that threshold.
But while the overhaul hasn't
had much of an impact on the
coverage now offered by many
companies, that could change.
Some will have to adjust their
plans in the next few years to
avoid a tax on expensive plans
that starts in 2018. That means
they may raise out-of-pocket
costs for employees to lower the

JOIN US...

plan's overall cost.
HELPED BY THE LAW
Companies with fewer than 50
employees can send their workers to insurance exchanges to
find coverage and, in some
cases, receive tax credits for
doing so. This can be a recruitment or retention benefit for
companies that can't afford to
offer coverage.
The 1-800-Got-Junk? franchisee said rates for coverage he
was providing were scheduled
to jump 65 percent this year. So
he sent employees to exchanges
to find coverage and offered to
continue paying half the premium. or coverage cost. He projects savings of $3,000to $4,000
annually — significant for a
company with $500,000 to $1
million in annual revenue, he

said.
Bigger companies also can
save by sending employees to
exchanges.
Western
Communications Inc. dropped
coverage for its 280 employees
this the year after the newspaper
publisher had more than $2 million in health care claims last
year. Employees can go to
exchanges, where they may be
eligible for subsidies to help pay
for care.
President Gordon Black said
the decision was made even
though a company of Western's
size likely will face a fine —
which can total $2,000 per
employee for most workers --for not offering coverage.
"We'll citss that bridge when
we come to it," he said.
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"Friends of the Family Since 1847"
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201 S. Third St. • Murray, KY
270-753-2411
www.thejhc.hurchillfuneralhorne.com

1804 State Route 121 North • Murray
(270)753-8888

Our Family Is Here
To Help Yours
Sainte F944
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Emmanuel Baptist Church • 1614 State Route 121 North

MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH
906 Main Street
Sunday School 9:40 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:50 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

‘1)% EN 1 Nis
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
1408 Sycamore
Saturday Worship 9:30 a.m.
Saturday Sabbath School 10:30 a.m.
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MT. HOREB FREEWILL BAPTIST
200 Walnut Street
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.; Worship 11:00 a.m.

HOPE HARBOR CHURCH
2771 State Route 94 East
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

NEW MT. CARMEL BAPTIST CHURCH
2755 State Route 121 South
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.& 6:00 p.m.

BETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
232 Artesian Drive • New Concord
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.
BLOOD RIVER BAPTIST CHURCH
Dunbar Road (Hwy. 444) • New Coricord
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
CHERRY CORNER BAPTIST CHURCH
822 Cherry Corner Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
8400 State Route 121 • Farmington
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
97 West Drive • Dexter
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
2191 State Route 94 East
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
ELM GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH
6483 State Route 94 East
Sunday School 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY BAPTIST
1614 State Route 121 North
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
203 South 4th Street
Sunday School 9:45 cm.
Sunday Worship 8:30 a.m., 11:00 a.m. & 5:30 p.m.

SUGAR CREEK BAPTIST CHURCH
1888 Faxon Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

GRACE BAPTIST CHURCH
617 South 9th Street
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:45 cm. & 6:00 p.m.

WEST FORK MISSIONARY BAPTIST
5179 Hwy. 121 North
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m

HARDIN BAPTIST CHURCH
6867 US Hwy. 641 North • Hardin
Sunday School 8:00, 9:15 & 10:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 8:00, 9:15, 10:30 a.m. & 6:00 p.m

WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
207 Robertson Road South
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST
125 Ledbetter Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p m
LOCUST GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH
1871 Locust Grove Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
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Murray's Favorite Steakhouse!

Larisa Bierds, DVM
Open 8.00-5:00
Monday-Saturday
24 HR. EMERGENCY

96tv
CL-isflan Zoolifore

NI Kitt/

203 South 4th Street

270-753-9383

270-753-4830
qmiriaikiw•
2477 Etats Rants 94 East • Murray

1-800-858-0492
1393 State Route 45 North • Mayfield, KY

pkcefir hie cianying reialronsSips "

with Church
Bulletin

Open Mon.-Fri. 7:30-5
619 S.4th St.• 270-753-6831 +
HOWARD 0

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH

10%
Discount

Cunningham
Auto Repair

270-753-340

1001 Whitnell Drive • Murray
(270) 753-1916
www.murrayledger.eom

UNITY CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN
1929 East Unity Church Road • Hardin
Sunday School 10:00 cm.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.

270-753-1854• www.fbcmurray.org

The Oldest Indeverid4Ont Repair Shop In Murray
Voted/r;zr,,e. re 44C0 Re/Nur 12 4iNze.s ,2 Reset/

,Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete
Main Street

NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN
2129 Graham Road
Sunday School 10:00 cm.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.

KIRKSEY UNITED METHODIST
3665 Kirksey Road • Kirkway
Sunday School 10:00 cm.; Worship 11:00 cm.

John 14:1-4

IllTTS BLOCK
'READY MIX CO.
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UBERTY CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN
150 Liberty Church Road
Sunday School 10:00 cm.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.

INDEPENDENCE UNITED METHODIST
1118 Independence Road • Dexter
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.; Worship 11:00 a.m.

not your heart he troubled: ye believe in God believe also iii inc.
'In my Father's h$$$$Se are many allat%aaPt: 0.a were not so.
I would have told you. I go to prepare a place for you.
And if!go and prepare a place tor you. I oo-ill come again. and
receive you unto myself: that where I am. there ye may be also.
mid the was- ye know.
'stud whither I go ye

1477-9548748
www•VICTILLCOM.COOP
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FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
1601 Main Street
Sunday School 9:30 cm.
Sunday Worship 10:45 a.m.

HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
505 Main Street • Hanoi
Sunday Worship 9:45 a.m.
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GOSHEN UNITED METHODIST
4726 State Route 121 North • Stella
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.; Worship 9:00 cm.
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TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
601 North 18th Street
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10.50 a.m & 6 p.m.

GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED METHODIST
84 Cherry Corner Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.; Worship 11:00 a.m.

WILLIAMS CHAPEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
7793 State Route 94 West
Sunday Worship 10:00 cm. & 6:00 p.m.
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CALVARY TEMPLE
2645 Hwy. 641 South
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.

FIRST UNITED METHODIST
503 Maple Street
Sunday School 9:50 a.m.
Sunday Worship 8:45 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.

WEST MURRAY CHURCH OF CHRIST
Corner of Doran Road & Holiday Rd.
Sunday Worship 10:50 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

801 Walmart Drive • 270-761-3888

I.

PENTECOSTAL CHURCH OE GOD
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5uffet, Susirn & Grill

Mon -Frl 8-5:30
Sat. 8-4

NEW JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
2604 Highland Road
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m & 6 00 p m

DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED METHODIST
5161 Radio Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.; Worship 11:00 a.m.

UNIVERSITY CHURCH OF CHRIST
801 North 12th Street
Sunday Bible Classes 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 5:00 p.m.
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NEW CONCORD UNITED PENTECOSTAL
166 Dunbar Road • New Concord
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

COLES CAMPGROUND UNITED METHODIST
1449 Coles Campground Road
Sunday School 9:50 a.m.; Worship 8:50 a.m.

ST JOHN'S EPISCOPAL CHURCH
1620 West Main Street
Sunday School 9:00 a.m.; Worship 10:30 a.m

CHINESE • AMERICAN•JAPANESE
Over 180 Items... ALL YOU CAN EAT

03,110 C00.••••••.v•

MURRAY FIRST UNITED PENTECOSTAL
1945 State Route 121 North
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 6:00 p.m.

COLDWATER UNITED METHODIST
8317 State Routia 121 North
Sunday School 10:00 cm.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Campus Ministry to Students of MSIJ
1508 Chestnut Street
Sunday & Wednesday Worship 7:00 p.m.
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FAITH TABERNACLE CHURCH
525 Peeler Road • Dexter
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.

BROOKS CHAPEL UNITED METHODIST
4211 Brooks Chapel Road • Dexter
Sunday School 10:00 cm.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.
& lstard Sun. at 6:00 p.m.

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST Of LDS
602 South 16th Street
Sacrament Meeting 10:00 a.m
Sunday School 11 10 a.m.

1002 Cuba Rd
Mayfield. KY

DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
505 Church Street • Dexter
Sunday School 10:00
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & e:00 p.m.

BETHEL UNITED METHODIST
1267 Bethel Road
Sunday School 10:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 9:30 a.m.
& 2nd/4th Sun. at 6:00 p.m.

UNION GROVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
2081 Poor Farm Road
Sunday Bibl• Class 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:50 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

CHRISTIAN

BETHEL PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
407 Bethel Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 5:00 p.m.

NIFEHODIST

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
111 North 5th Street
Sunday School 9:00 a.m.; Worship 10:15 a.m
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PLEASANT VALLEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
51 Oakcrest Drive
Sunday Worship 10:45 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

ST. LEO CATHOLIC CHURCH
401 North 12th Street
Saturday Maas 5.00 p.m.
Sunday Mass 8:00 a.m & 11 -00 am

KIRKSEY BAPTIST CHURCH
263 Backusburg Road • Klritsey
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.

Chi

BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
9950 State Route 94 East
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

IMMANUEL LUTHERAN CHURCH
100 South 15th
Bible Study 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m.

NEW PROVIDENCE CHURCH OF CHRIST
60 Christian Lana • Hazel
Sunday Bible Study 9:00 cm.
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 5:00 p.m.

CATHOLIC

HAZEL BAPTIST CHURCH
301 Gilbert Street • Hazel
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:30 cm. & 6:30 p.m.

WAYMEN CHAPEL
407 Barnett Street • Hazel
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.; Worship 11:00 a.m.

JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
1052 State Route 121 North
Public Talk 9:30 a.m.
Watchtower Study 10:30 cm.

NEW CONCORD CHURCH OF CHRIST
121 Artesian Drive • New Concord
Sunday Bible Classes 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 9:50 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

VICTORY BAPTIST CHURCH
1483 Bazzeil Cemetery Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m & 6:00 p.m.

TEMPLE HILL UNITED METHODIST
3878 Alm-Shiloh Road • Dexter
Sunday School 9:00 a.m.; Worship 10:00 a.m.
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MT. OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
586 Parker Road • Kirksey
Sunday School 10:00 cm.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

THE SPRING - EL MANATIAL
901 B Coldwater Road (behind the Tropics)
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.(Spanish/English)
Sunday Worship 8:30 a.m.(Eng)& 10:30 cm.(Sp)

SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE UNITED METHODIST
5671 Crossland Road
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.; Worship 10:45 cm.

NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
Corner of 3rd & Maple
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m.

KIRKSEY CHURCH Of CHRIST
3923 Kirksey Road • Kirksey
Sunday School 10:00 cm.
Sunday Worship 10:50 a.m. & 7:00 p.m.

SPRING CREEK BAPTIST CHURCH
995 Spring Road • Almo
Sunday School 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.

RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED METHODIST
229 Rowiett Trail
Sunday School 11:00 a.m.; Worship 9:30 a.m.

MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
411 Maple Street
Sunday School 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worshlp 10:00 a.m.

HICKORY GROVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
976 Jackson Road • Almo
Sunday Bible Class 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:00 cm. & 5:00 p.m.

SINKING SPRING BAPTIST CHURCH
4185 Wiswell Road West
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

PALESTINE UNITED METHODIST
2356 Palestine Church Road • Dexter
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:45 cm. & 6:00 p.m.

HIGHER PRAISE WORSHIP CENTER
5623 Hwy. 641 North
Sunday PraisahVorship
10:30 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
301 Center Street • Hazel
Sunday Bible Study 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 9:50 cm. & 6:00 p.m.

SCOTTS GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH
2317 Hwy. 641
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m 4 6:00 p.m

MASONS CHAPEL UNITED METHODIST
84 Murray Paris Road • Hazel
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.; Worship 11:00 a.m.

HARVEST LAND CITY GATE
1714 Plainview Drive
Wednesday Worship 6:30 p.m.
Saturday Worship 6:00p.m.

GREEN PLAIN CHURCH OF CHRIST
3980 Murray-Paris Road • Hazel
Sunday Bitola Study 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:45 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

SALEM BAPTIST CHURCH
1034 Browns Grove Road • Lynn Grove
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED METHODIST
1619 Martin Chapel Road
Sunday School 10:15 a.m.; Worship 9:00 cm.

HARMONY MENNONITE CHURCH
83 Honeybee Lane
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 6:00 p.m.

GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
1101 Glendale Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 9:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

POPLAR SPRING BAPTIST CHURCH
749 Poplar Spring Drive
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 8:45 a.m., 11:00 a.m. 46:00 p.m.

LYNN GROVE UNITED METHODIST
37 Browns Grove Road
Sunday School 9:00 a.m.; Worship 9:30 a.m.

CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
502 North LP Miller Street
Sunday Bible School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:30 a.m. & 7:00 p.m.

FRIENDSHIP CHURCH OF CHRIST
50 Kirk Ridge Road
Sunday Bible Study 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

OWENS CHAPEL BAPTIST CHURCH
6504 Airport Road • Kirksey
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

ST. JOHN MISSIONARY BAPTIST
122 Spruce Street
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.; Worship 11:00 a.m.

GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTIST
711 River Road
Sunday School 11:15 a.m.
Wednesday Youth & Adult Bibte Study 6:30 p.m

CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
1201 South 16th Street
Childran's Sunday School 11 -00 am.; Worship 1030 am.

DEXTER CHURCH OF CHRIST
157 Walnut Street South • Dexter
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

OLD SALEM ROAD MISSIONARY BAPTIST
2447 Old Salem Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.; Worship 11:00 a.m.

FAITH MISSIONARY BAPTIST
Highway 641 to Brandon Road • Hazel
Sunday School 10:00 cm.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. 4 6:30 p.m.

FLINT BAPTIST CHURCH
1350 Flint Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:45 p.m.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY
1634 Main Street
Sunday School 10:30 a.m.; Worship 10:30 cm

COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
8467 State Route 121 North
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:15 a.m. & 1:00 p.m.
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ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
955 Almo Road • Almo
Sunday Bible School 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 9:50 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

NEW PROVIDENCE BAPTIST CHURCH
90 Providence Lane • Hazel
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
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NORTHSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
884 Radio Road • Almo
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
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Various
churches
have
released information concerning
their worship services for the
coming weekend as follows:
North
Pleasant
Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian:
The Rev. Charles Westfall, pastor, will speak at the 11 a.m.
worship service.
Sinking Spring Baptist: Carl
Butler, pastor, will speak at the
11 am.and 6 p.m. worship services. Sunday School will be at
10 a.m.
Eastwood Baptist: Worship
services will be held at II a.m.
and 6 p.m. on Sunday and at 7
p.m., on Wednesday. Sunday
school will be at 10 a.m. The
church is at 2191 KY 94 E.,
Murray.
Dexter Baptist: David Little,
pastor, will speak at both the II
a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services. Sunday School will be at 10
a.m.
Oak Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian: A worship service will be held at 11 a.m. at the
church, 2674 Magness Road.
Sunday school will be at 10 a.m.
Spirit of Christ: Kevin
Trebing, pastor, will speak at the
II a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services. Sunday School will be at
9:45 a.m. For more information
call (270)761-4815.
Kirksey United Methodist
Church: David Allbritten, pastor, will speak at the 11 a.m.
worship service. Sunday School

will be at 10 am. Their website
is www.kirkseyumc.org. For
more information call (270)
489-2910.
Palestine United Methodist
Church: Robert McKinney,
pastor, will speak at the 10:45
am. and 6 p.m. worship services. Sunday school will be at
9:45 a.m. For a ride to church,
call Jimmy Burkeen at 2276373.
Poplar
Spring
Baptist
Church: Rob Ison, pastor, will
speak at the 8:45 a.m. and 11
a.m. worship services. The
church is located at 749 Poplar
Springs Drive.
Iglesias
Bautista
El
Manantial: Ken Cummins will
preach at the 10:45 a.m. Spanish
worship
service. Spanish
Sunday school will be at 9:30
a.m. The church is located at
90IB Coldwater Road.
The Spring: Ed Chapman will
preach at the contemporary worship service at 8:30 a.m. Sunday
school will be at 9:30 a.m. The
church is located at 901B
Coldwater Road.
Lynn
Grove
United
Methodist Church: Sunday
School will be at 9 a.m. Worship
will be at 9:30 a.m. The church
is located just off KY 94 W. in
the Lynn Grove community at
37 Browns Grove Road.
St. Leo Parish: Vigil Mass
will be at 5 p.m. Saturday. A
Spanish Mass will be at 6:30

email: roMMunitynewliPmurraylydger.004

p.m. Saturday. Sunday Masses
will begin at 8 am. and II am.
Bethany Baptist Church:
Sunday School will be at 10
a.m. Pastor David Cunningham
will lead morning worship at II
am.The church is located at 232
Artesian Dr., New Concord.
Russell Chapel United
Methodist Church: This will
be a special "Friends Day" with
church service, potluck and fellowship at II a.m. Ronnie
Burkeen is the pastor. For more
information or a ride call 7537060,753-3949 or 227-1566.
Hazel Church of Christ:
Mackie Gallimore, minister,
will speak at the 9:50 a.m. service.
Locust Grove Baptist: Ryker
Wilson will speak at 11 a.m.
service.
Greater
Hope
Baptist
Church: Rev. Jevon Q. Catlett,
church minister, will speak at
the 11:15 a.m. worship service.
Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church: Worship
service will be at 11 am. Adult
Sunday School is at 10 a.m. Rev.
Tim Escue is pastor.
Glendale Road Church of
Christ: Jason Hart will speak at
the 9 a.m. worship service on
"Surrendering to Jesus" with
scripture from John 12:35-36.
Bob Owen will speak at the 6
p.m. service on "Letting the
Journey Begin" with scripture
from Joshua I:2-6A.

First Baptist: Pastor Keith
Inman will speak at the 8:30
am., and 11 a.m..service on a
message from the sermon series
from the Gospel of Mark. Bible
Study will be at 9:45 a.m.
Evening
worship (Vesper
Service) will be at 5:30 p.m.,
along with a business meeting.
University students and young
adults worship service is at 7
p.m., in the Net building across
the street from the church.
South
Pleasant
Grove
United Methodist: Pastor
Eugene Nichols will speak at the
10:45 a.m., worship service.
The sermon topic will be "Do
You See What I See?" from
John 4:5-26. Special music will
be "Written in Red." Sunday
school will begin at 9:45 a.m.
First Christian (Disciples):
Rev. Dr. Ruth Ragovin will
speak at the 10:15 am., service
on "Blessed are the merciful "
,
with scripture from Matthew
5:1-7. Music will be "No
Longer Strangers" by the
Chancel Choir.
Goshen United Methodist:
The Rev. David Allbritten will
speak at the 9 a.m., worship
service on "Grace,Grace,God's
Grace" with scripture from
Romans 5:1-11. Sunday school
will be at 10:15 a.m. Bible
Study and youth group will be at
6 p.m.
Scotts Grove Baptist: John
Denham, Pastor, will speak at

the 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. service.
Special music will be provided
by Lucas Morton, Tammy
Thompson and Jessica Hiter.
Sunday school will be at 10 am.
AWANA Missions will meet at
5:30 pm.
Grace Baptist: Tim Cole will
speak at the 10:45 am., and 6
p.m., service. Sunday School
will be at 9:30 a.m.
Westside Baptist: Matt Ellis,
senior pastor, will speak at the
10:30 am., worship service on
"I'm Not Who I Once Was!"
with scripture from Ephesians
2:1-5. Dr. Allan Beane will
speak at 6 p.m., on "Protecting
your Child from Bullying."
Memorial Baptist: Pastor
Martin Severns will speak at the
8:30 a.m., 10:50 a.m., and 5:55
p.m. services. Special music
will be provided by Interim worship leader Ryan Thornton. The
message series will be "Art of
Marriage.
Northside Baptist Church:
Pastor Brett Miles will speak on
"The Miracle of Rapture" with
scripture from Mark 6:45-52 at
the 10 a.m., worship service
with special music provided by
Kathy Ligon. Pastor Miles will
speak on " Raised to Walk in
Newness of Life" with scripture
from Genesis 8 at the 6 p.m.,
service. Sunday School will be
at 9 a.m.
First United Methodist:
YOUTH SUNDAY - Alex Tyler

will deliver the sermon at the
8:45 am.,early light service on
"Golden Rule" with scripture
from Matthew 7:2. Courtney
Martin will speak at the 11 a.m.,
service on "Growing" with.
scripture from Colossians 2:6-7.
Sunday School will be at 9:50
a.m.
University Church of Christ:
Charley Bazzell will speak at
the 10 a.m., and the 5 p.m.,
worship service. Sunday school
will be at 9 a.m.
Friendship
Church
ot
Christ: Joey Glisson will speak
at the 11 a.m., and 5 p.m., worship service.
First Presbyterian: The Rev.
Carol Wade will speak at the
10:45 a.m., worship service on
"A Godly Hold-Up." Old
Testament reading will be frogs
.
Exodus 17:1-16 and New
Testament reading will be from
Romans 5:1-5.

40'
For what profit is it
to a man if he gains
the whole world,and
lose his own soul?
Or what Will a man
give in exchange for
11
his soul?
Matthew 10;414 ,
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Williams Chapel to host annual singing
Williams Chapel Church of Christ on KY 94 in the Lynn Grove
community will host its annual singing on Friday, March 28, from
7-11 p.m. The public is invited to attend.

Spect41 program to be presented
Dr. Allan Beane will speak on Protecting Your Child from
Bullying, Sunday, March 23, from 6-8 p.m., at Westside Baptist
Church. This presentation is for parents, grandparents, school personnel and anyone who desires to help parents prevent and deal
effectively with bullying situations. Dr. Beane is the author of the
award winning book for parents, Protect Your Child from Bullying.
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'Friends Day'celebration Sunday
Russell Chapel United Methodist Church will have "Friends
Day," Sunday, March 23 at 11 a.m. Join them for church service,
potluck and fellowship and to praise the one year anniversary of
their pastor, Ronnie Burkeen and the two year anniversary of their
sanctuary. The church is located off Ky 94 E. right onto KY 732
approximately five miles. The church is on the right.

Sugar Creek Baptist Revival to be held
Sugar Creek Baptist Church, Faxon Road, is having its Spring
Revival on Monday, March 24 through Wednesday, March 26 at 7
p.m.,each evening. Tim Cole will be the guest Evangelist. The public is invited to attend.

Three principles of prayer

CHURCH

1:00 p.m.

CHURCHES

Question: I believe prayer is
important, but I find it difficult to maintain my prayer
life. Do you
have any
suggestions
to help me?
Answer:
is
Prayer
important to
daily
our
walk with
God, and it
is an expresWhat Would sion of our
in his
Jesus Do? faith
presence
in
By Richard
lives
our
Youngblood,
and his lovMinister of
purpose
ing
University
for each of
Church of
us. At the
Christ
same time,
prayer can be a fearful experience. Sometimes we may fail to
pray because we fear that we
will not receive an answer to our
prayers. At other times, we may
fear the Heavenly Father will
respond to our requests in a way
that requires something of us.
Whatever our problems with
prayer, I have found three principles in the words of Jesus that
are helpful. Jesus said: "Ask
and it will be given to you; seek

and you will find; knock and the
door will be opened to you. For
everyone who asks receives; he
who seeks finds; and to him who
knocks, the door will be
opencd"(Matthew 7:7-8).
Jesus began by saying, "Ask
and it will be given to you."
Since the Lord God knows what
we need before we ask, we are
not praying to inform him.
Instead,our prayers should indicate our sense of need for him
and our dependence upon him.
Some do not pray because of a
lack of faith. Others do not
know how to pray. Sometimes
we do not pray because we are
ashamed of some sin in our
lives. But one of the greatest
reasons we may not pray very
often is that we have little sense
of our need for the Lord. We
have so much material wealth
that we are satisfied with our
lives and have little sense of
deeper needs within. But as
James said, "You do not have
because you do not ask"(James
4:2). When we realize our deep
spiritual poverty apart from the
wisdom and power of God in
our lives, then we will pray.
Jesus also said,"Seek and you
will find." Seeking involves
asking God for help plus effort

on our part. Prayer is not an
easy way out of a situation for a
lazy person. For example, praying that God will "give us this
day our daily bread" does not
mean we should sit idly by waiting for him to place food in our
mouths. Instead, it should mean
that we are praying for an
opportunity to earn and have the
things necessary to provide food
for our families. Sometimes
God answers our prayers by providing a way for us to answer
those prayers ourselves. Our
efforts do not replace the need
for dependence upon God, but
neither does prayer eliminate
the need for our active involvement. We must be ready and
willing to seek out the answers
to our prayers as God provides
for us.
Finally, Jesus said, "Knock
and it will be opened to you."
Knocking involves asking plus
effort plus persistence in prayer.
Prayer must become a way of
life, not just an occasional
crutch in times of need or fear.
What do you think about a
friend who only comes to see
you when he is in trouble or has
some or want? In the same way,
how do you think our Heavenly
Father must feel when we talk
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Summer Classes forming now
Administrative Office Technology
Computer Information Technology
Collision Repair
Early Childhood Education
General Metals
Health Information Technology
Industrial Maintenance
Machine Tool
Motorcycle/ATV Repair
Residential Building Maintenance
Financial Aid available to most students. For more
information or to apply, call 731-644-7365

www.tcatparis.edu
For more information about graduation rates, placement
rates and other important information, please visit our
website at www.tcatparis edu
TCAT-Paris complies with non-discrimination laws: TItje
VI. Title IX. Section 504 & ADA.

LEDGER &TIMES
Has opportunities available.
Clerical positions
Full & Part-time available.

Good communication skills &
computer knowledge required.
/
1
4

"Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake"

r53-3714

PARIS

with him only in times of desperation? A healthy.prayer life
develops out of a regular and
consistent walk with God in
praise, gratitude and love.
Then, he gladly helps us in our
times of need.
Jesus taught many other helpful things about prayer. If you
have not done so, I encourage
you to meditate upon the Lord's
prayer (Matthew 6:9-13; Luke
11:1-4) as a model for learning
how to pray. However, I do
believe application of the above
three principles is very basic to a
healthy and growing relationship with the Heavenly Father
through prayer.
[Send questions or comments
to University Church of Christ,
801 N.12th,Murray,KY 42071
or phone 270-753-1881. This
article is reproduced on the
web:- www.nchrist.org]
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Send resumes to

NOW OPEN FOR THE SEASON!

classified@murrayledger.com

Serving Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner

OR

Open 8 a.m.-8 p.m. Tuesday through Sunday
Closed Mondays

PO Box 1040-L
Murray, KY 42071

Located Approx. 15 miles South of Murray off HWY 121
www.cypressaprIngsrosort.corn

Still Owned & °pleated by lb* Williams Family
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Legal
Notice

Invitation to Bid/Quote
Insurance Coverage: Student Accident
The Murray Board of Education is accepting sealed
bids for district insurance coverage of student accident Bids/quotes will be accepted until 2 00 p.m ,
Tuesday Apnl 22, 2014. at the Murray Board of
Education. Carter Administration Building, 208 South
13th Street, Murray KY 42071. The Murray Board of
Education reserves the right to waive detects and
informalities in bids and to reject any or all bids
PUBLIC SALE
Sat, March 22 8am
Neon Beach
812 Witnell Ave
Selling Units: A-44, B13, B-57, E-38, CA-3,
CA-10, CB-13, CC-30
020

SUBSCRIBE TO
THE MURRAY
LEDGER &
TIMES!
020

Notice

OD poverty too small

local [Doran] 270-436-2626

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

Papa Smurf
Storage
1st Month free!
•Nott Climate Ci,ntrol
Available
•24 7 Surveillance
•Pest Control
I It% t' I F.:1Ni
cir
)70-07s I It
270
612.J

Check the
CLASSIFIEDS
for all your
needs!

- Lyim Grove
Stc)raitia

cnn & Leers Key

PT housekeeper needed for lake resort cleaning. Day hours only.
Weekends required.
270-436-2345
CARPET
World
Furniture Gallery is
seeking a full-time furniture sales person.
Apply in person 13395
Hwy 641 N. Puryear
TN. 731-498-8161
SEASONAL truck driver wanted. Must have
Class A, able to pass
drug screen and back
ground check. Please
contact 270-767-1700

subscribe to the

' LEDGER&TIMES
Local Mail
allovray

3 me....--.—$30.410
6 am.
$45-88
1 yr...--$18548

The ability to interact in a positive way with staff and patrons is a
necessity. Must be able to work some nights and weekends.
Applications are available at the Library and must be completed at
the Library. The Library is located at 710 Main Street, Murray, KY.
Applications accepted through March 28, 2014

320
Apartments For Rent
1BR effeciency ap
near downtown. 1
occupant only, no pets,
no smoking. $300/mo
plus utilities. Deposit
required. Call 2932843
Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
1 BR from $345
2BR from $375
270-753-8556
1505 Duiguid Dr.
TDD 1-800-545-1833
Ext. 283 .6
Equal opportunity

cr

NOW LEASING
• 1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
Calloway County residence requirement
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
090
902 Northwood Dr
Domestic & Childcare
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Caregiver for Dialysis
Equal Housing
patients/
Seniors..
A Growing Company with
Opportunity
Looking for more beauAdvancement Opportunities
TDD #711
tiful people to add joy
Now Hiring For:
to my life. Will run
VERY nice 4BR, 2BA,
errands, laundry, light
Assistant Manager
newly remodeled, New
housekeeping,
yard
Experience is a plus but not required
appliances & fixtures
work.
References.
Flexible schedule - Competitive pay
throughout. Coleman
2 70 . 2 2 7 . 7 5 37 ,
-2 weeks paid vacation
Real Estate 270-753270.474.0279
-Paid Insurance available
9898

ZAXBYN
-

-Fun work environment
Email resumes to
morehead.jeremy@zaxbys.com
or stop by the store
1209 N 12th St. Murray KY 42071

Also Hiring CREW
All Positions-All Shifts

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
Infinity Group is hiring for
Pella Corporation in Murray, KY
Assembly Operators!

BARTENDER - Wil
train for beer garden.
Flexible
hours,
Pleasant and outgoing.
731-232-6045

Kelp Wanted

Minimum qualifications: Completion of a Master's Degree is
required. Previous public library expenence with at least one (1)
year of automated system and staff supervisory experience is
preferred, or an equivalent combination of education and
experience will be considered. A complete job description is
available at the library or www.callowaycountylibrary.org.

270-519-0143

753-1916

MURRAY

Help Wanted

Calloway County Public Library - Circulation Manager
A GREAT OPPORTUNITY!
Calloway County Public Library - Circulation Manager
Permanent Employment/Full Time Position
Salary plus Compensation package
(Insurance, Vacation, Sick Leave and Retirement)

Notice

Extra Farm INCOME
DEER ##
T1MBERivs
Deer income exceeds timber income 400%
Insured
Controlled
Managed
S30/acie
paid annuallyIS yeimi
ror the teasel*
your property
(e..v.I.iox I(X)aCJES =S3000annua0

64 wooded acres
hunting
land
$2500/acre.
St Line Rd Hazel
270.436.2533/msg

Help Wanted

Legal
Notice

060

060

060

010

Are you an individual that loves working
with your hands and building a quality
product? If so, please send resume to
jdavidig inf-grp.com or call 270-767-2518
An equal opportunity employer
Post-offer drug screen & background check required

Data Voice & Fiber
Optic Cable Installers
Expenence a Plus
Travel required.
Email resume to:
mhathome@
datalinkcomm.corn
LOCAL excavating 41
septic company hiring
2 positions:
•Equipment Operator
(backhoe, dozer,
trackhoe) with CDL
• Laborer
Contact 270-978-0343
Fabricator
METAL
position available. Help
wanted for general
steel/aluminum fabrication work in Pans. Parttime or full-time needed. $13/hour for general fabricator position,
$15/hour if skilled in
both fabrication & manual lathe/mill work. Do
not apply for this position if you are not qualified. Send resume to
RO Box 99, Springville,
TN 38256 or email to
fabjob0outlook.com
MOSIER Log Homes is
looking for temporary
construction help for a
project starting midMarch. Call 812-3664817. Ask for Russell.

All Other Mail
Rest of KY/TN
Puntear & Rtx-ftanst t
Subscriptiose
3 mo..--.—...$75.00 3 rno
$O*
SALES/CLERICAL
6 mo
SIAN
6
$IAS& • Paint, decorating retail
I yr....
knowledge of selecting
&VC
Visa
Money Order
Cheek
colors, making paint
and flooring sales
Name
experience preferred
Apply 1204 Johnson
AricirPms
Blvd, Murray.
1
I ritv
1 SEASONAL CDL drivZip
State
I or. Class A required.
Apply in person at
Daytime Ph
1266 Brewers Hwy.
Mail thlit roiipon With payment to:
Hardin. EOE
Murray Ledger & Times
TERMITE technician.
P.O. Box 1040
Apply in person 1302
Murray, KY 42071
N. 12M. McGee Pest
lit call (270) 753-1916
Control
a

150
Articles
For Sale

Want to Buy
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S. 12th,
Murray.
GOOD used air conditioner, used carpeting,
refrigerator,
stove,
electric & gas heater.
storm windows.
753-4109

Houses For Rent

206 S 11th
2BR 1 BA, carport,
refrigerator, W/D &
dishwasher furnished.
Recently painted, hard
floors,
wood
kitchen/bathroom tile.
270 293-1033 or 270753-5902

4 or 5BR Houses
Planning a yard sale? Lease & Deposit
Wishing to sell now? Required
Buying
antiques, 270-753-4109
advertising, gas & oil nicholsent.com
items Coca-Cola signs /properties
and collectibles.
270-293-4510
Small, 2BR $425 + dep
and 1 year lease
150
270-227-6431
Articles
For Sete
Storage Rentals

ESTATE SALE
2260 MITCHELL DRIVE
MURRAY, KY
FRI, MARCH 21 & SAT, MARCH 22
9AM-1PM

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
G&C
STORAGE and

PROPANE
Sofa, 2 bedroom sets, dining set, maple hutch,
china cabinet, bar stools, oak bookshelf, antique
dining table, electric fireplace, additional
household items.
Cash only please. No earlybirds.
928-713-5952

119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

720 S. 4TH ST.
Corner of 121 S. & Glendale.

43r,Trends-n-Treasure
Murray KY 270-753-416
Dr Fuhrmann

SINGER
SALES E. VAC
JANOME & SINGER
sewing machines
ORECK Vacuums
Quilts starting at $59
GE Financing
908-C S 12th
Bel-Alr Center
(270)/53-5323

DACHSHUNDS puppies for sale. $125 a
piece 227-0140
DOG
Obedience
glendhenmere corn
(270)436-2858
Public Sale
AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859
Real Estate
REAL ESTATE FOR
SALE. Apartment building and duplexes. Visit
nicholsent.com/properties or call 270-7534109

ICIAcreage
partially
5
acres,
fenced/ 2/3 open.
Private Lane to cement
pad & septic. Pond
near KY lake. $22,500
ph:Harry 270-227-9948

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872
BA
rural
3BR/1.5
neighborhood. Perfect
for young family. Huge
yard
w/tool
shed.
Attached
garage.
Or
270.978.2861
270.436.5927
Newly remodeled 4
bedroom brick in Lynn
Grove area. 2 Bath,
hardwood floors, new
Cl H/A. on natural gas,
large 2 acre lot. 2 large
buildings.
storage
REduced price. 2931231
470
Motorcycles & ATY's
Garage kept '09 black
FXDB Dyna Street Bob
Harley Motorcycle w.
56xx miles. Excellent
condition, 1584cc air
cooled twin cam 96,
6spd w/ hard leather
HD saddle bagshwy
pegs, detachable full
windshield, small low
profile backrest & new
HD tires. Runs excellent, just no time to
ride. $11,499. 8a-8p.
270-227-9149, 270227-7182

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

605E South 1:-

(270) 753-1713

1BR apt in various
Coleman
locations.
Real Estate 270-7539898

Light:

T'nut.12p.m.

• Garland

10XIO'S & 10x15's
(2701436-2524
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
'Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
*We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600.

14, 15, 16

inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Call 753-5606

2,30050F1
Office/Retail/
Warehouse Space
602 Maple Street
270-753-8964

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
hollandmotorsales coin

510
Campers
05 GulfStream 321
Sleeps 8, Chevy cha
sis, 11K miles, garage
kept. New inside & out.
270.293.1231

Good communication skills &
computer knowledge required.
Send resumes to
classified@murrayledgercom
OR
PO Box 1040-L
Murray, KY 42071
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Hill Electric
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & insured
All jobs - big or
small

753-9562
www.hillelectric.com
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)

BAILEYS
LAWN CARE
LAWN MOWING
LAWN CLEAN-UP
Taking New Clients
Residential &
Commercial

270.293.3161

FRAME'S TREE
SERVICE &
DEBRIS REMOVAL
.24 Hour
Emergency Service
•Locally owned
'Licensed & Insured
Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

1-270-978-1204
All
• Carpentry
Construction. Homes,
remodeling,
decks,
porches,
screened
garages, sagging, rotten floors, termite damage, home and mobile
repair.
753-0353
Larry Nimmo

Greg Mansfield
441161011114111
V
nrili

Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters

Great Hometown Service
state

your
Dr
keep it focal"

(270) 293-8480

LIGHT backhoe:
light bushhogging;
tilling, yard drainage,
carpentry &
construction 270-43E6400.
See us at
www.brownconstuction.org

CHAIN LINK
FENCING
$11/ft. installed
Mitchuson
Landscaping
270-205-5274

•Hanctyrnan Services

FUTRELL'S

TREE SERVICE
'Trimming
*Removal

'Yard Work
•Gutters Cleaned
-Home Repairs
Gary 270-227-0420
John 270-350-7447

'Stump Grinding
*Insured

(270) 489-2839
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'Firewood

MOWING SERVICE

Mowing
Trimming
Edging

caii or text for estimate
• weekly & special pickups
270.227.7002
Cohen Rogers
• locally owned/operated
270.293 9233 Denham Rogers
759-1151 • 293-2783
licferencm Available*
293-2784
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1993 Dutchman 5th
wheel 3,3 ft slide out,
new fridge, LOTS of
storage! Needs to got!!
$4500, obo. 847-7788122
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Electrical Contractors,1,1C
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James C. Gallimore
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(270) 759-0890
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McCUISTON
ROOFING

Campers

(270)485-6122

Clerical positions
Full & Part-time available.

PRE
ROt

The Sta
Used Cars

Auto Shop
clean up / body work
newly painted
single bay
605 S 3rd

Has opportunities available.

490

We Finance
COMMItiell Prop. For Rent

VISA

„
LEDGER

HALL'S WASTE

USED TIRES

Commerical Prop. For Rent
1 OR 2br apts. nea
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109

Wed.12 p.m.

lI RI(

Auto Parts

270-753-4461

HICKS Lawn Care
Licensed & Insured
Free Estimates
270.853.3140

• Mun
•0

Monday through Friday

410

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE

We PAY top SS
for your coins
We SELLcoins
& paper money

'Coin Appraisal

380
Pets & Supplies

480

CHRISTOPHER'S COINS

BRAND NEW PILLOW
Top Mattress Sets. Still
in plastic, King $385,
Full $185. (270)293
4121
BRAND NEW PILLOW
Top Mattress Sets. Still
in plastic, King $385,
Full $185. (270)2934121
Owen Pillow Top mattress set. NEW in plastic. $195 Can Deliver
270-293-4121.
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yOu've qat it, we am store 1t
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations:
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
• MBC Storage. 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights, Electncrty, and 24/7 Surveillance
• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
'Brand New Motorhome BgaZage
All sizes available, call t y
to reserve your storage unit
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MINI
STORAGE
Sizo U111111

2417 $urvoiltanci••Electricity
Mow Hay* 80 Canine Control Units
Willitilen Axe.

#10/778 /mprovements

kentuckylake
remodelIng.com
270-436-5959

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
&TRUCKING
AU Your Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock, •
Sand, d, Mulch
(270)293-8686

WADE'S Lawn Care
Mowing,
mulching,
landscaping,
limb
removal All your lawn
care needs Call 270705-6001

GET THIS AD
SIZE FOR
S75 A
MONTH!

•f3ath 1 Kitchen
From Drywall & Painting
To Plumbing.
Flooring & Decks

270-753-2905

•insunsd •Sr Discount
*Flee Estimates
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Over 28 Years
'Experience

Hill Appliance
Repair
Serving
West Kentucky
Jason Hill

Zach 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106
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WASHINGTON(AP)— With
Russia pushing new hostilities'
to Europe's doorstep, U.S. and
NATO officials are trying to
gauge whether already dwindling resources and attention
will be diverted from what, until
now, has been a top security priority: Afghanistan.
NATO, the international military alliance, is intent on continuing its 12-year mission in
Afghanistan and has urged the
government in Kabul to sign a
security agreement allowing
foreign troops to stay and train
local forces beyond a Dec. 31
withdrawal deadline.
But with NATO states in
Eastern Europe openly worried
over Russian aggression, especially after Moscow .this week
annexed the strategic Crimean
Peninsula from Ukraine, the
alliance may have little choice
but to bolster its own borders at
some cost nf keeping a robust
and diverse military presence a
continent away.
NATO
Secretary-General
Anders Fogh Rasmussen insisted Wednesday that Russia's
aggressions would not distract
the military alliance from
Afghanistan.
'We have the capacity to deal
with,several missions and operations at one and the same
time," Rasmussen said under
questioning at the Brookings
Institution think tank in
Washington. "And ongoing
events will not have any impact
on
our engagement in
Afghanistan."
Other experts said it is
inevitable that some European
nations — particularly those
within Russia's reach — refocus
on securing their home fronts.
"Because the Europeans are
more concerned abotit Russia as
a threat, they will be less
inclined to divert very precious
resources to overseas-type missions, of which Afghanistan is

clearly one," retired Navy Adm.
James G. Stavridis, the former

NATO supreme allied commander and top U.S. commander in Europe, said in an interview this week.
"In resources for these smaller
nations, they'll want to put more
attention and more focus on the
very defensive level of effort,"
said Stavridis, now dean of the
Fletcher School of Law and
Diplomacy at Tufts University
in Medford, Mass.
The war in Afghanistan has
been winding down over the
past year, and the vast majority
of the 52,000 troops from 49
nations who are there currently
already are planning to head
home.
It hasn't been decided how
many may stay, in large part
because Afghan President
Hamid Karzai has refused to
sign a security agreement with
the U.S. and NATO that would
allow foreign forces to remain
beyond December, when a
United Nations mandate that
authorizes their mission expires.
Officials assume, and hope, that
Afghan elections next month
Will yield a new leader who will
agree to the continued military
aid.
If permitted, it's believed that
as many as 10,000 U.S. troops
and an additional 5,000 NATO
forces will make up the foreign
training mission in Afghanistan
after 2014. Generally, NATO
officials want to deploy forces
from as many member nations
as possible to demonstrate widespread support for the effort.
Excluding U.S. forces, NATO
nations currently provide about
15,800 troops in Afghanistan,
according to a Feb. 20 tally on
its website. Of those, nearly 20
percent come from eight states
that for years were under
Moscow's influence: the Czech
Republic, Estonia, Hungary,
Latvia, Lithuania, Poland,

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Saturday, March 22,2014:

This year you deal with the unexpected. How you land is your call.
You often trigger unpredictability without realizing it. A child or
loved one could be a source of unusual happiness. Make a point of
doing even more with this person. If you are single, a friendship
could be involved in developing a romance. A friend could introduce you to your sweetie or a friendship might become more. If you
are attached, make a point of breaking past the doldrums of a relationship. Re-enact your first few dates or schedule a long-desired
trip. LEO knows how to trigger your temper.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
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YEARRY S Tree and
Lawn Service.Licensed
and insured. Free estimates_ 436-2562, 2270267
Lawn Mowing Free
Estimates Hector 270227-6638

1 year Old lab hound
mix. Free to good
home. Sweet girl.
Needs room to run.
270-227-3166
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Will Afghanistan security take backseat to Europe? F4M Y DEN TJFRY
Romania and Slovakia...
Worried over Russian's new
advances, Poland and Latvia
agreed recently to begin coordinating security activities more
closely. And on Tuesday,
Estonian President Toomas lives
spoke of the end of what he
described as a 20-year NATO
philosophy of "out of the area or
out of business" that assumed
Europe no longer faced external
threats.
"That unfortunately has turned
out, with the actions we've seen
against Ukraine, no longer to
apply," lives said after a meeting
in Warsaw with Vice President
Joe Biden.
Ukraine, which is not a NATO
member, only had a few dozen
troops Still in Afghanistan as of
Feb. 20, when unrest in its capital Kiev peaked, resulting in the
ouster of its pro-Russian president. Leaders in Uk,raine's new
government have sought inclusion in the European Union to
ease domestic economic woes,
but Prime Minister Arseniy
Yatsenyuk said this week that
Kiev has shelved its aspirations
to join NATO to appease its proRussian citizens who oppose it.
The former Soviet state of
Georgia also has been seeking
NATO membership for years,
anil has more than 800 troops in
Afghanistan. Stavridis predicted
that Georgia will not step back
from Afghanistan as it strives to
show NATO and the U.S. it
would be a reliable partner,
In turn, Washington is trying
to reassure NATO allies that the
U.S. will help defend them if
necessary. So far, the U.S. has
sent about 300 air troops and a
dozen F-16 fighters to Poland
for joint training and is considering rotating American forces
to the Baltic region as a step
• toward shoring up NATO
defenses.
But the U.S. is facing a military resources crunch of its own.
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Although the Pentagon has budgeted a $79 billion "placeholder" sum for 2015 operations in
Afghanistan, it also is preparing
to shrink its armed forces and is
considering cuts to the two
remaining Army brigades stationed in Germany.
Stephen Biddle, a security and
defense expert at the Council on
Foreign Relations, said it's generally more expensive to keep
troops in Afghanistan than it is
in the U.S. or even Europe. He
said a combination of budget
pressures and nervousness over
Russia could lead to further U.S.
troop reductions in Afghanistan.
In the long term, the crisis
muld result in U.S. troops and

military assets from around the
world, including Afghanistan,
being moved to Europe, said
Christopher S. Chivvis, a
European security and NATO
expert with the RAND Corp.
think tank.
"If you look further down the
road, the big.question is, What is
the impact of this crisis going to
be on the trajectory of the U.S.
defense posture in Europe.
which has been downward over
the course of the last 20 years?"
Chivvis said. "Before this, it
was likely to continue on a
downward path. So the question
is now whether or not this crisis
will stop that decline, or even
pqtentially reverse it."
Rasmussen, while maintaining
a future military commitment in
Afghanistan, nonetheless predicted the West will "need to
take tough decisions" to preserve European security in light
of Russia's advances. He called
the crisis in Crimea "the gravest
threat to European security and
stability since the end of the
Cold War," and cited fears that
Russian President Vladimir
Putin will push farther West to
sow instability and prevent other
former communist states from
joining European alliances.

by Jacqueline Bigar
could add to the problem. Just don't interfere with this persons spontaneity, and everything should work out fine. Tonight At home.
UBRA(Sept 23-Oct. 22)
***** Your popularity speaks for itself. As a result, a partner
could behave in a most unpredictable way. Try not to react, as you'll
want to calm the situation down. Decide to go for a walk or 'choose a
different, relaxing pastime that you both enjoy. Tonight: Where the
fun is.
SCORPIO(Oct 23-Nov. 21)
**** Allow your imagination to color your plans once more. A
close loved one or roommate could be unusually charming and forthright. Let the good times happen, and flex with the moment.
Excitement surrounds a child. Tonight Say 'yes to a new opportu-

nity..
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** Feeling as good as possible will help you deal with a
changeable person and/or issue. The resolution could be much easier than you might have thought. Buy tickets to a play or concert. Be
entertained for a change -- you don't always need to be responsible.
Tonight: Just ask.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Follow your instincts when making plans. Your choices will
make others smile. Whether you're out driving or putting together a
favorite meal, you'll want to put on some music. Play it low-key, and
you will be far happier. Tonight: Take a much-needed personal night.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** You have put off a purchase for a while. If you decide to follow through on it today, use caution. There could be a hidden clause
or an expectation that has not been aired out. You finally will be able
to zero in on what you want. Tonight: Where your friends are.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
*** You could be taken aback by a momentary situation that will
force some quick thinking. Tap into your ingenuity, and solutions will
appear. The question remains: Which resolution works best for you?
Someone observes and admires your responses. Tonight: Take the
lead.

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
*** Clear out any obstacles that might prevent you from taking a
day trip. Invite a friend along to explore a new area of town or to head
to the local casino. Be more open with a child or loved one. This person values your advice. Tonight: Cozy restaurant, new cuisine.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Dedicate time to one person, as you might not relate well in
groups at the moment. Be willing to look at an issue from a different
perspective. Ask for help in analyzing a situation. An older relative
could give you some positive feedback. Tonight: Togetherness
works.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Others will be more challenging than you might have expected. A friend could surprise you with his or her choices. Touch base
with someone at a distance, and know that you could be taken aback
by this person's news. Tonight: Return calls and check your email.
CANCER (June 21-July It)
**** You could be reacting to someone's behavior, which would
explain your high energy. Mobilize this reaction, and use this newfound vitality in a way that benefits you. Make time for a favorite person. Together, you will determine your plans. Tonight: Dinner for two.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
BORN TODAY
***** Allow your imagination to add to the dimension of your day. Actor William Shatner (1931), author James Patterson (1947), basemanyou
demanding.
How
unusually
to
be
prove
A loved one could
ball player Juan Unbe (1979)
age a changeable situation will depend on your resourcefulness.
•••
Tonight: Let your hair down to great music.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
at www.facquelinebigar.com.
Bigar
Is
on
the
Internet
Jacqueline
*** Honor an unexpected event. You might not want to deal with (c) 2014 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
the situation, but ultimately you'll see the benefits. A family member
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Menus for the lunchrooms of the Calloway County Schools
and Murray City Schools for the week of March 24-28 have
been released by Kady Arant, Calloway director, and April Adams,
Murray director. Menus, subject to occasional changes based
on availability, are as follows:
MURRAY CITY
Milk and fruit served daily.
Murray Preschool/Head Start - Breakfast: Monday - blueberry
muffin; Tuesday - cherry frudel; Wednesday - chicken biscuit;
Thursday - biscuit & gravy; Friday - danish.
Lunch: Monday - grilled cheese sandwich, lima beans; Tuesday
- mozzarella bread w/marinara, pinto beans; Wednesday - pizza,
cooked carrots; Thursday - cheeseburger, french fries; Friday
- ravioli w/corn muffin, sweet potato puffs.
Murray Elementary - Breakfast: cereal and toast served
daily - Monday - chicken biscuit; Tuesday - mini waffles; Wednesday- egg & cheese on toast; Thursday - breakfast pizza; Friday
- biscuit & gravy.
Lqpch: Monday - cheeseburger, mozzarella sticks w/marinara,
french fries, cooked. carrots; Tuesday - chicken quesadilla, hot
dog, pinto beans, mexican rice; Wednesday - chicken nuggets
w/wg roll, grillell cheese sandwich, mashed potatoes w/gravy,
green beans; Thursday - ravioli w/corp rj.iiIin, bbq chicken sandwich, baked beans, broccoli w/ranch; Friday - dominos pizza,
fish sandwich, veggie tray w/ff ranch, blackeyed peas.
Middle - Breakfast: (toast, cereal served daily) - Monday
- sausage biscuit; Tuesday - danish; Wednesday - french toast
sticks; Thursday - biscuit & gravy; Friday - mini pancakes.
Lunch: Monday - teriyaki beef wince, hot & spicy chicken
sandwich, whole potatoes, lima beans;'Tuesday - chicken nuggets
w/wg roll, hot ham &.cheese sandwich, mashed potatoes, green
beans; Wednesday - oven roasted chicken w/wg roll, bbq ribette
sandwich, turnip greens, sweet potatoes, tossed salad w/dressing;
Thursday - stuffed crust pizza, bbq chicken sandwich, blackeyed
peas, broccoli w/cheese sauce; Friday - cheeseburger, hot dog,
french fries, carrots wfif ranch.
High - Breakfast: (toast, cereal served daily) - Monday sausauge, egg & cheese tornado; Tuesday - cherry frudel;
Wednesday - chicken biscuit; Thursday - biscuit & gravy; Friday
- blueberry muffin, danimals yogurt.
Lunch: Monday - hot wings wis.vg breadstick, grilled cheese
sandwich, chef salad, veggie tray w/ff ranch, lima beans; Tuesday
- chicken fajita nachos, philly steak sandwich, mandarin orange
salad, pinto beans, fiesta rice; Wednesday - pizza, bbq chicken
sandwich, strawberry salad, cooked carrots, tossed salad w/dressing; Thursday - teriyaki beef wince, corn dog, pepperoni pasta
salad, cucumbers & onions, whole potatoes; Friday - hamburger,
cheeseburger, ravioli w/com muffin, chef salad, broccoli w/ranch,
sweet potato puffs.
CALLOWAY COUNTY
ww: whole wheat, wg: whole grain, 0: reduced fat, if: fat
free, rs: reduced sugar. Milk and juice served daily. Fruit offered
daily.
Preschool and Little Laker Harbour - Snack: Monday muffin; Tuesday - apples & cheese; Wednesday - scooby stix;
Thursday - ham & cheese roll; Friday - cereal.
Breakfast: Monday - sausage biscuit; Tuesday - french
toast sticks; Wednesday - eggs, bacon, toast; Thursday - biscuit
& gravy; Friday - muffin.
Lunch: Monday - roasted chicken, ww roll, mashed potatoes
& gravy; Tuesday - cheeseburger, later tots; Wednesday - fajita
chicken nachos, pinto beans; Thursday - mini corn dogs, tater
tots; Friday - sliced turkey, breadstick, green peas.
Elementaries (rs/wg cereal, wg, ww bread/toast, chef salad,
milk served daily) - Snack: Monday - carrots & dip; Tuesday
- muffin; Wednesday - pb&j grahamwich; Thursday - cereal;
Friday - peanut butter & jelly.
Breakfast: Monday - pancakes; Tuesday - chicken biscuit;
Wednesday - breakfast pizza; Thursday - biscuit & gravy; Friday
- pancake & sausage on a stick.
Lunch: Monday - oven roasted chicken, grilled cheese sandwich, glazed carrots, green beans, coleslaw; Tuesday - dominO's,
chicken salad, tossed salad, baby carrots, corn; Wednesday chicken nuggets, pb&j, tossed salad, green peas, creamy potatoes;
Thursday - taco salad, chicken sandwich, lettuce/tomato, pinto
beans, mexican rice; Friday - hot dog, turkey & cheese sandwich.
lettuce/tomato, baby carrots.
Middle (rs/wg cereal, wg, ww bread/toast, muffins, chef salad
served daily) - Breakfast: Monday - pancake on a stick; Tuesday
- mini pangakes; Wednesday - breakfast pizza; Thursday biscuit & gravy; Friday - muffin.
Lunch: Monday - spaghetti & meat sauce, chicken sandwich,
broccoli & cheese, green peas; Tuesday - bbq riblet, corndog,
blackeyed peas, mixed vegetables; Wednesday - super nacho,
grilled chicken sandwich, refried beans, mexican rice; Thursday
- chicken nuggets, fish sandwich, green beans, mashed potatoes
& gravy; Friday - domino's pizza, ham & cheese sandwich,
glazed carrots, corn.
High (rs/wg cereal, wg/ww bread/toast, cheeseburgers/hamburgers/pizza, oven fries, deli sand., vegetables, chef salads
served daily) - Breakfast: Monday - breakfast pizza; Tuesday
- sausage pancake on a stick; Wednesday - chicken biscuit;
Thursday - biscuit & gravy; Friday - bacon, egg & toast.
Lunch: Monday - chicken sandwich, corn dog, carrots w/ranch,
whole potatoes; Tuesday - taco salad, sloppy joe sandwich,
cooked carrots, vegetables bowl, refried beans; Wednesday baked chicken & biscuit, fish sandwich, mixed vegetables broccoli,
sweet potatoes; Thursday - chicken nuggets, hamburger, tossed
salad, green beans, mashed potatoes; Friday - turkey & breadstick,
ribette sandwich, tossed salad, mexican rice, green peas.
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New blood pressure guidelines come with controversy

Looking Back
Ten years ago
Ronnie Shemwell and Mike
Wilson were pictured with many
of the purple 4bhons they had
made in support of this year's
Relay for Life.
Debbie Howard was named the
new General Manager and
Nathan Higdon was the new
General Sales Manager of Froggy
103.7.
Assistant Chief of Police Ken
Claud recently conducted a terrorism awareness workshop for
Leadership Murray Alumni.
Air Force Reserve Airman First
Class David A. Wallin had graduated from basic training at
Lackland Air Force Base. He is a
2000 graduate of Murray High
School and is the son of Timothy
Wallin, of Murray.
Angeliki
Mezzo-soprano
Theoharis and pianist Bradley
Pennington were to give a recital
at Murray State University March
23.
Twenty years ago
Wayne Williams of the Murray
Civitan Club was pictured presenting tickets for the Annual
Civitan Pancake Day to Fran
Faith, advertising representative
of the Murray Ledger & Times.
Middle
County
Calloway
School had been named one of
four new Apple Classrooms of
Tomorrow Teacher Development
Centers in the nation.
Heather Samuel, track and field
squad member at Murray State
University, set a new meet record
in the Ole Miss Open by winning
the 200 meters in 24.18. ,
The Murray High School
speech team captured first place
honors at the Kentucky High
School Speech League State
Tournament on March 19. The
team was coached by Mark
Etherton, Scott Rose, Dawn
Choate and David Weatherly.
Thirty years ago
Hazel tree farmer Edward
Schnautz had been named

Kentucky Tree Farmer of the Year
by the American Forest Institute.
Jackie Boltz, Charles Cella,
Jenny Kritzer, Bill Maddox,
Jimmie Tipton and Joey Rearoat
of Murray High School placed
high on the National French
Exam at Murray State University
on March 10.
Births reported included a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Perry Noel,
March 4; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Tommy Carrico, March 8; and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Mike Holden,
March 14.
Forty years ago
Team captains for the Calloway
County Red Cross Fund Drive
met Wednesday for a final report
to chairman Holmes Ellis.
Pictured were Stuart Poston, W.
R. Furches, Harvey Ellis, Jean
Blankenship. Marshall . Jones,
Leonard Vaughn, Ed Shinners,
Henry Holton and Willie Jackson.
Becky Burkeen,secretary of the
Calloway County High School
Chapter of the Future Business
Leaders of America, presented a
donation from the chapter for the
heart fund to Mrs. Willard Ails.
Murray-Calloway County Heart
chairman. Also pictured were
N.P. Paschall and Mrs. Joanne
Woods.
Fifty years ago
The Tappan Company, Murray
Division. had been named to
receive the National Safety
Recognition award for 1963 by
the Gray Iron Founders Society
Inc., Cleveland.
Army First Lieutenant William
H. Albritten participated in special field training exercises at
Verona. Italy.
Sixty years ago
Births reported included a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. B.J. Sanders. of
Chattanooga, Tenn., March 19;
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Holton, of Murray, March 19.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre
was -Calamity Jane" with Doris
Day and Howard Keel.

DEAR ABBY: I am wondering why pregnant women these
days don't wear smocks like we
all wore years ago. While I do
think pregnant women are attractive, I really don't want to see
their swollen bellies. Wouldn't it
be better to
Just •imagine" what is
under
that
smock or long
skirt? Does
anyone agree
with me'? -DOROTHY
IN
WASHINGTON
DEAR
DOROTHY:
Some readers
By Abigail
may agree,
Van Buren
but I'm pretty sure most of them won't. You
are harking back to the days when
people were embarrassed about
the subject of sex, and used
euphemisms like in a family way"
or "a bun in the oven" to describe
pregnancy'.
Women today are proud to
show off their silhouettes. In fact,
I saw a woman recently sporting
a T-shirt with an arrow pointing
downward and the words "Baby
on Board." While this may seem
to be somewhat "in your face," I
think it's healthier than pretending there's nothing going on when
the expectant mother is in her
seventh month and it's obvious
there is.
DEAR ABBY: I'm 21 and a
college student. My mother recently came to visit me and took my.
boyfriend and me out to dinner.
After we were through eating, we
sat across the table from my mother and engaged in post-dinner
chatter. I draped my arm around
his neck and began playing with
his ear. It was absent-minded, and
I thought nothing of it. but my
mother stared from across the
table shocked.

She later told me that ear
fondling is not appropriate in public. I was taken aback. Isn't it
OK to play with my boyfriend's
ear in public? Does it make people around us uncomfortable? -EAR SNUGGLES IN VERMONT
DEAR EAR SNUGGLES:
Playing with someone's ear could
be considered foreplay, and seeing it certainly made your mother uncomfortable Perhaps among
your contemporaries it would be
acceptable, but as a general rule,
it's better to keep intimate gestures of affection private.
DEAR ABBY: I would like
to offer a reminder so people
won't have to experience what I
am right now. Please take a few
minutes to go through your wallet and make photocopies of everything in there. Put the list somewhere you can easily find it. That
way, if your wallet is lost or
stolen, you'll know what was in
it.
I did that years ago, but I didn't keep it current and now I'm
upset with myself. Some time
over the weekend I misplaced my
wallet. Luckily, I don't keep my
ID and debit cards there, so at
least they are safe. But because
I use my wallet so seldom. I'm
unsure what was in there.
If people make copies of everything in their wallets, it will be
easier to report and replace the
things should the need arise. I
am so bummed out right now.
While I lost only $30, I lost a
treasured photograph of my daughter, and I can't remember what other
cards may have been in there. - FUMING IN LUTZ, FLA.
DEAR FUMING: I know from
personal experience how frustrating losing a wallet can be, so
thank you for wanting to remind
readers how important it is to
copy documents or credit cards they
carry with them. It takes only a
few minutes, and the peace of
mind it brings is worth the effort.

ingstone.
In 1944, Charles Chaplin went
on trial in Los Angeles, accused
of transporting former protegee
Joan Barry acrossostate lines for
immoral purposes. (Chaplin was
acquitted, but later lost a paternity suit desp#e tests showing he
wasn't the father of Barry's child.)
In 1960. about 70 people were
killed in Sharpeville, South Africa,
when police fired on black protesters.
In 1963, the Alcatraz federal
prison island in San Francisco
Bay was emptied of its last inmates

and closed at the order of Attorney General Robert F. Kennedy.
In 1965, civil rights demonstrators led by the Rev. Martin
Luther King Jr. began their third,
successful march from Selma to
Montgomery, Ala.
In 1972, the Supreme Court,
in Dunn v. Blumstein, ruled that
states may not require at least a
year's residency for voting eligibility.
In 1985, police in Langa. South
Africa. opened fire on blacks
marching to mark the 25th anniversary of Sharpeville.
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,DEAR DOCTOR K: I'm 68
yells old and I take blood-pressure lowering medication What
do the new blood pressure guidelines mean for people of my age?
DEAR READER: You're asking about new guidelines for managing high blood pressure, or
hypertension, in adults. They were
published recently by an expert
panel of specialists in high
presblood
sum
You
may
have
noticed that.
experts (on
any subject)
don't always
agree
with
other,
each
Dr. Komar
And
someBy
times
they
Dr. Anthony
really
don't
Komarotf
agree
with
each other. That's the case with
these guidelines. They are controversial, and I'll explain why.
But first, some basics. Blood
pressure is the force the blood
exerts on your arteries when it is
pumped out of the heart. Blood
pressure is written as two numbers, recorded in millimeters of
mercury (mm Hg).
Systolic pressure (the top number of a blood pressure reading)
is the pressure during the heart's
pumping phase. Diastolic pressure
(the bottom number) is the pressure during the resting phase,
between heartbeats. I've put an
illustration of how blood pressure
is measured on my website,
AskDoctorK.com.
The current categories of blood
pressure are:
-- Normal less than 120/80
mm Hg
Prehypertension 120-139/8089 mm Hg
-- Hypertension greater than
140/90 mm Hg
Why do we worry about high
blood pressure'? If you have it,

and don't have it treated, high blood
pressure increases your risk of heart
attack, stroke, kidney failure,
aneurysms of the body's main
artery (the aorta) and of arteries
in the brain, eye damage, problems with thinking and memory
loss.
There's no doubt that treating
high blood pressure above a certain level reduces your risk of all
these bad things. Like you, and
millions of others. I have high
blood pressure. I absolutely want
it treated. and I don't forget to
take my pills.
Like the old guidelines, the
new guidelines recommend that
adults ages 30 to 59 should get
treatment if their blood pressure
is above 140/90 mm Hg.
However, the new guidelines
do give adults ages 60 and older
a bit more leeway. Treatment is
not automatically recommended in
this age group for people with
blood pressures of 140-149/90,
unless they have diabetes or kidney disease.
Why not? The experts who
published the new guidelines argue
that in such people the benefits
of treatment are not as clearly
proven, and side effects from
blood pressure medicines are more
common. Other experts disagree.
While I'm not a blood pressure
expert, based on what I know,
treat blood pressure in people 60
and older when it is over 140/90.
The guidelines recommend that
everyone with hypertension and
prehypertension adopt lifestyle
changes known to control blood
pressure. These include:
-- Losing weight if needed
-- Limiting salt intake
-- Eating a diet rich in fruits,
vegetables, and whole grains
-- Staying physically active.
Even though there is some
controversy about when to treat
high blood pressure in people 60
and older, there's no controversy
about the value of treatment.
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Today In History
By the Associated Press
Today is Friday, March 21, the
80th day of 2014. There are 285
days left in the year.
Today's Hig4ight in History:
On March 21, 1685, composer Johann Sebastian Bach was
born in Eisenach, Germany.
On this date
In 1556, Thomas Cranmer, the
former Archbishop of Canterbury,
was burned at the stake for heresy.
In 1871, journalist Henry M.
Stanley began his famous expedition in Africa to locate the missing Scottish missionary David Liv-
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THE AIR
IS FRESH!

NOT AN INSIDE
DAY, PAL

to access the cabinet. She even
TRAVEL
cautioned her father days later
HINT
Dear when he left his razor on the
Heloise: tub. — JoAnn M. in Ohio
JoAnn, you are a very smart
Traveling
with a small and resourceful parent. Many
child can be times it's the "mystery" of what
hard at times. things are-gid that clotertill6r
When my son or bathroabinet that attract
was small, we a child. However, to be safe, you
MMSe
would take a should install a child-safe lock
foldable play or other device so she cannot
yard with us. It was a pain to get into it again.
Parents and grandparents, take
bring, because it takes up space
and can be heavy. As soon as note and consider her advice. —
he was old enough, we bought Heloise
a toddler cot. It is very low to A TAXING ENDEAVOR
Dear Readers: It's TAX SEAthe ground and is much easier
to take with us when we travel, SON, and the April 15 deadline
and it can be used for other will be here in a blink of an
things. We take it to our niece's eye! Here are a few hints from
soccer matches. It gives him a the Internal Revenue Service to
place to sit and play. — Peyton, make filing your taxes as smooth
as possible:
via email
* Gather all needed docuKID SAFETY
Dear Heloise: Just wanted to ments before you start your taxes
— not only your W-2s and 1099s,
let you know what happened to
me with a situation that relates but also forms needed for adjustto your "Kids in the Kitchen" ments and deductions: education
and child-care costs, interest paycolumn.
When I caught my young ments, job expenses, etc.
* If you are unsure about
daughter again attempting to get
in the bathroom medicine chest, doing your own taxes, get a prowe took the time to go through fessional's help. Professionals
and discuss each item. The con- often can help get credits and
tents were no longer a mystery, deductions you didn't know you
and no more attempts were made qualified for.

ACROSS
1
6
11
12
13
14
15
16
18
19
20
21
23
25
27
28
30
33
34
36
37
39
41
43
44
45
46

Bridge suspender
Gate part
Profit
Sneeze sound
Island south of Sicily
Possessive pronoun
Seventh letter
Gin mills
Sought a seat
Bulldog backer
Got together
Circle parts
Light lunch
Sixth sense, for short
Zero
Sean of "The Lord of the Rings"
Culp/Cosby series
Recipe amount
Horse bit
Old hand
Put in order
Bright beam
Linen fabric
Safari sighting
Banks of the Cubs
Following
Wild party
Moved sideways

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
17
22
24
26
28
29

Shot taker
Film set on Pandora
Watch part
Tipsy
Cheer up
Riga native
Dull pain
Yellowstone sight
Made up
Actor Buchholz
Green and Gore
Retired plane
52, in old Rome
Lead the way
Dawn goddess
Old horse

ao

31
32
33
35
38
42

* Double- and triple-check
your work. Go over the numbers
again to make sure you entered
everything correctly. Make sure
every place that needs a signature is signed. You wouldn't want
your refund to be d !eyed because
you forgot to sig "
* If mailing your return, do
not send in original documents.
Send copies, and keep the originals in case there is a problem.
— Heloise
SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
Heloise
P.O. Box 795000
San Antonio, TX 78279-5000
Fax: 1-210-HELOISE
Email: Heloisel at Ilieloise.com
LEFTOVERS TO GO!
Dear Heloise: When we have
family gatherings, we often divvy
up leftovers. Instead of giving
away all of the host's plastic
storage containers, we use large,
zippered plastic bags. For items
that need to be poured (like beans
or gravy), my sister-in-law, taught
me a trick. She places a zippered plastic bag into a large
cup, folds the edge over the lip
of the cup and then pours the
contents in. No more spills! —
Nikole in San Antonio
(c)2014'by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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COLLEGE INSIDER.COM TOURNAMENT

Encore: Racers at home Monday for CIT action
WILL FACE
NEBRASKAOMAHA AT
7 P.M.

game," he said in a phone interview."We were.going to head to
Omaha, but they couldn't get
their gym ready by Friday or
Saturday because of a concert.
"Allen Ward and the administration are to be commended for
getting this all worked out."
By EDWARD MARLOWE
Ward, MSU's athletic director,
Sports Writer
said it was a wild set of circumstances eventually bringing a
Earlier this week. MSU men's home game into the CFSB, but
basketball coach Steve Prohm finances were never a concern
said it was unlikely the Racers throughout the planning process
would get an early home game of accepting a CIT bid.
- in the Collegelnsider.com
"I thought we would have a
Tournament.
crowd for any game; what conThe situation, however, has cerned me was Spring Break and
changed - Murray State will not having the students and facNebraska-Omaha on ulty around to make it happen,"
host
Monday at 7 p.m. in the CFSB Ward said by phone Thursday."
Center.
When the tournament got into
. After the Racers won 66-63 a ,situation of needing a host,
against
Missouri
State, Ward said the CIT officials
Nebraska-Omaha took care of moved the matchup from
their business, dropping North Saturday to Monday to accomDakota 91-75 to set Monday's modate all involved.
mhtchup in motion.
Had the game happened on
Prohm said Thursday the idea Saturday, Ward said the Racers
was for Missouri State to host would have had to hit the road,
AUSTIN RAMSEY / Ledger & Times
further rounds of the C1T, but a but the importance of nabbing a
Racer fans lined up for tickets early Friday morning at the CFSB Center's box office for
loss to the Racers shortened home game will only provide
the second-round matchup between Murray State and Nebraska-Omaha, set for Monday those plans.
more momentum for Murray
at 7 p.m. Sales were steady for more than eight hours, it was reported.
"Fortunately, we won the State looking to go further in the

PREP
BASEBALL

Lakers
take two
on the
road

PREP SOFTBALL: MURRAY HIGH 13, CARLISLE CO. 3

Outburst
SEVEN-RUN.
• FIFTH INNING
PUTS AWAY
LADY COMETS

Staff Report
After losses to Daviess County
and St. Mary to start the season,
the Calloway County Lakers (22) grabbed back-to-back wins
beating
on
Thursday,
Meadeville, Pa., 10-0 befbre
dropping Huntingdon, Tenn., 40 in the RIF Ladd Tournament
in Union City,Tenn.
Bryce Orr picked up the fourhit shutout against Huntingdon,
Tenn., while Travis Dwyer and
Landon Pigg combined for a
five-hit shutout and striking out
nine.
Caleb Brannon and Bryce Orr
had two RBIs between the two
games, while all starters picked
up a hit on the day.
The Laker defense committed
only three errors and the staff
only gave up three walks in the
back-to-back wins.
road
tough
Calloway's
stretch - in which they don't
return home until April 9 - still
have two undetermined opponents to face the R.H. Ladd
Tournament before they face
McCracken County on March
25.

By EDWARD MARLOWE
Sports Writer

EDWARD MARLOWE / Ledger 8, Times
Murray's Savannah Grogan rears back for a curveball Thursday night against Carlisle
County. The Lady Tigers would eventually win 13-3 in the bottom of the fifth inning,
thanks to 18 hits and Grogan's five-hitter.

Looking for a breakout game
on offense, the Lady Tigers got
one Thursday night, shellacking Carlisle County with 18
hits and a 13-3 win called in
the bottom of the fifth inning.
Murray was led by four RBIs
from Caitlin Mollette and three
RBIs from Shelby Moss and
while
Turley,
Morghen
Savannah Grogan went the distance to snag the win for the
Lady Tigers.
For head coach Scott Tucker
and his young team, it was a
long time coming.
"Tonight is going to be a
great stepping stone for our
confidence level," he said.
"Morghen (Turley) just hits a
frozen rope to the wall in the
first inning, and she's someone
who hasn't gotten reps just
coming from basketball and
she's just going to get better
and better."
For everything scary about
See MHS SOFTBALL, 14

CIT.
"I'd like to commend Shelley
(Todd), Bob (Scales) and the
CFSB crew for coming together
and making this happen," he
said. "Here's hoping we can fill
it up."
There are historical implications on the line Monday against
Nebraska-Omaha - a win would
give the Racers a 20-win season
for a fifth-consecutive year, a
feat never accomplished in
Racer basketball history.
After starting the season 2-5,
the Racers have ripped off a 176 record in their last 23 games,
and Prohm reiterated the need to
play more games to season his
young roster.
"We only played 28 regular
season games, where most
teams play 31 or 32 before they
even reach their conference
tournament" he said."It is great
for us to have the opportunity
and play some more.
"We just can't wait to get back
home and play for our fans, get
Dexter (Fields) back on. our
home floor, and should we win
on Monday, we've got a good
chance at another home game maybe on Thursday."

PREP
BASEBALL

Murray
falls 3-0
to Henry
Co.
Staff Report
Ryan Alderson and Luke
Brown combined to only' give
up one earned run,but the Tigers
fell 3-0 against the Henry
County Patriots in Murray
Thursday *night.
Brown pitched five innings giving up one run and one
earned while striking out two
and walking four, while
Alderson slosed with five strikeouts and gave up two runs-zero
earned. •
Patriot Hunter Bethune went
the distance for Henry County,
shutting down Murray's offense
by yielding only three hits, five
strikeouts and one walk.
Logan Smart went 2-for-3,
while BJ. Elder secured
Murray's only other hit for the
game.
Henry County was led by
Cody McSwain's three hits and
two runs.
Now 0-4 to start the season,
the Tigers will look to grab their
first win of the season Friday at
Trigg County before they host
Livingston County on Saturday
at Ty Holland Stadium.

NCAA TOURNAMENT

Harvard upsets 5-seed Cincinnati
9

10

CRIMSON
REPEAT LAST
YEAR'S ANTICS,
NEVER TRAIL
By TIM BOOTH
AP Sports Writer
SPOKANE', Wash. (AP) Those kids from Harvard are
getting a passing grade when it
comes to the first game of the
NCAA tournament.
Ask New Mexico last year
Ask Cincinnati now.
"I've heard this before where
there really aren't upsets anymore," Harvard coach Tommy
Amaker said. "There may be
some surprises, but I just think
when you're looking at seeds
and if you're playing this time of

year, you're probably a4 pretty
good basketball team."
Siyani Chambers scored 11
points, including five straight in
the final 2 minutes, and 12thseeded Harvard won its second
NCAA tournament game in history, upsettihg Cincinnati 61-57
on Thursday.
Wesley Saunders led the
Crimson (274) with 12 points
as Harvard proved last year's
upset of New Mexico as a 14
seed was no fluke. The Crimson
became the first Ivy League
school with NCAA tournament
wins in consecutive years since
Princeton in 1983-84. They will
play either Michigan State or
Delaware in the third round.
Harvard never trailed after the
opening moments. They played
with confidence and scrap
fifth-seeded
the
against

Bearcats, who shared the
American Athletic Conference
regular season title. Sean
Kilpatrick led Cincinnati (27-7)
with 18 points, but the Bearcats
failed to win a tournament game
for the second straight year.
There was a reason Harvard
was a popular pick on bracket
sheets around the country. Even
President Barack Obama was on
Harvard to take out the Bearcats.
"Getting a victory in this kind
of environment and this kind of
setting is very exciting,"
Chambers said. "You can never
describe it, no matter how many
times you do it."
But don't call it an upset. At
least not in the eyes of
Cincinnati coach Mick Cronin
Or Arnaker Last year's win over
New Mexico was the time for

III
YOUNG KWAK / AP Photo
Harvard's Steve Moundou-Missi (14) dunks against Cincinnati in the second half during
the second-round of the NCAA men's college basketball tournament in Spokane, Wash.,
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Oiclahoms City 102, Cleveland 95
Houston 129. Nimseota 108
Portland 116, Washingion 103
Golden State 115, Milwaukee,110
FrldWe Clams
Chicago at Indiana. 7 p.m.
New York at Pidadelphis, 7 p.m
C4deisorna City at Toronto, 7 p.m.
Boston at firm:idyls, 730 p.m.
Memphis at Mewl, 7:30 p.m.
New Orleans at Atlanta, 7:30 pm.
Denver at Dallas, 8:30 p.m.
Detroit at Phoenix. 10 p.m.
San Antonio at Sacramento, 10 p.m.
Washington at LA. Lakers, 10:30 p.m.
Saturdays Games
Portland at Chadoes, 7 p.m.
Houston at Cleveland, 7:30 p.m.
Phladeiphia at Chico.8 p.m.
Indians at Memphis, p.m.
Miami at New Orions,8 p.m.
Orlando at Utah,9 p.m.
San Antonio at Golden State, 10:30
p.m.
Dftoit at LA. Clippers, 10:30 p.m.
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Though weather could certainly shorten the season, track and field got underway for the first time In awhile at
Calloway County High School,yesterday where a new track was installed during the offseason.(Lett) Jessica WHliams
and Kelly Norton exchange the baton in the 4x800.(Right) James Holland does his best to execute in the long jump.

PREP
TENNIS

Murray
splits
with St.
Mary
Staff Report
The Murray High Tigers fell to
the St. Mary Vikings Thursday
afternoon 5-4, while the Lady
Tigers picked up a 4-0 win.
Boys Singles
• Prashant Chakradar vs. Wes
Averill (1-8)
• Suphat Yoopensuk vs. Andre
Maniz(0-8)
• Matthew D'Elia vs. Ben
Smith (3-8)
• Gustavo Leon vs. Ian
LaBarge (8- I)
• Dylan Vance vs. Alex Rich
(4-8)
• Kevin Wann vs. Chris
Teitloff (8-4)
Boys Doubles
• Chakradar/Yoopensuk vs.
Smith/Muniz(1-8)
vs.
•
Wann/Gustavo
LaBarge/B. West(0-8)
• Vance/D'Elia vs. Clark/fillet
(8-2)
Ladies Singles
• Kennedy Jones vs. Hannah
Hunt (8-1)
• Sam Taylor vs. Meredith
Petter(8-0)
• Beth* Graham vs. Olivia
Ellison (8-1)
Ladies Doubles
• Jones/Taylor vs. Hunt/Petter
(8-1)
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II Harvard...
From Page 13
celebration. This victory — as
evidenced by the subdued locker
room — was expected by the
Crimson.
"In my mind, today's game
was anything but an upset,"
Cronin said. "They've got a
great team. Tough draw for us.
In my opinion, they're one of the
best teams we played all year."
The reason Harvard was a
popular pick: defense and balance. All five starters averaged
in double figures for the season
and that balance was needed
against Cincinnati's aggressive
defense. Laurent Rivard, the
Crimson's 3-point specialist,finished with 11 points, while
Steve Moundou-Missi and
Brandyn Curry both scored nine.
Harvard improved to 15-0 this
season when holding its opponent to 60 points or less. They
entered the tournament with the
13th-best scoring defense in the
country. That defense helped
overcome a shaky performance
at the free throw line where
Harvard was 17 of 28.
"We definitely want to make a

•••
Harvard was not going to be From Page 13
statement that we can compete
at the national level," Moundou- denied another moment. They Prestley
Blane's fastball,
Missi said. "I think we showed got second and third chances at Tucker was quick to praise
up today and we did a good job. their own misses. They littered Grogan's offspeed pitches
Now we get to move on."
the court scrounging for loose Thursday night, which kept
Cincinnati had its chances. balls.
Carlisle County from making
Justin Jackson finished with 13
Cincinnati went more than 5
much contact.
points and II rebounds, but the minutes without scoring.
She scattered five hits in five
Bearcats shot only 37 percent
But the Bearcats fought back
from the field and missed a and cut the lead to one before innings, giving. up only three
number of shots around the rim. Chambers stepped up. He hit a runs in the win.
"Savannah got some awe"We had way too many empty pullup 17-footer with 1:57 left
trips," Cronin said.
some
stuff," Tucker said. "Her
for a 56-53 lead. Kyle Casey
Leading by seven points at then drew an offensive foul offspeed was awesome, and
halftime and having withstood
against Kilpatrick with 1:33 left. she's got a great curveball."
Saunders spending 10 minutes
The Lady Comets scored two
Chambers hit three free throws
of the first half on the bench
in the final minute and Saunders- in the first inning,following an
with foul trouble, Harvard withsealed it hitting two more with unforced error from Loryn
stood the early second-half push
(-1-1,
,,seconds left, setting off the Carver, who overthrew second
from the Bearcats. Jackson's
celebration that included the base while trying for the doudunk while being fouled and
waving at ble play.
subsequent free throw pulled giant Harvard flag
midcourt.
Carver would recollect herCincinnati within 42-39 and
"We all talked about just living self, however, and shut down
Titus Rubles' driving layup later
up to our values and our stan- grounders for the rest of the
trimmed the margin to 45-43.
and doing the things that game — grabbing five putouts at
dards
The Crimson then forced
turnovers on three straight pos- have gotten us to this point," first base for Murray.
sessions. Saunders flipped in a Saunders said. "We felt as
The Lady Tigers responded —
driving finger roll to push the though if we were able to do plating two in the first, second
lead to five. As Harvard went to that, that we would have a great and fourth innings before batthe bench for a timeout, chance of coming out with a vic- ting in the round in the fifth to
Chambers grinned and Amaker tory. Luckily we were able to do
end the game.
that."
pumped his fists in approval.
It all started with Carver, who
punched a hard grounder into
shortstop and beat the throw.
Sarah Fitzer ripped a single
to left and Prestley Blane laid
down a smooth bunt down the
first-base line to load the bases,
"That's why I didn't want to
Silky smooth guard Russ
advanced when
Smith, who finished with 18 play them,because I'm sick inside but the runners
hung their
defense
Carlisle's
points, got things going with a losing to one of my players,"
heads on the play, putting
game-tying 3 from the wing. Pitino said.
While outsiders everywhere Murray up 7-3.
Hancock delivered the knockout
blows. He stole an inbound pass, questioned why the Cardinals
Bayleigh Blane was walked
got fouled and made both free were seeded fourth, Pitino criti- by Carlisle's O'Drake — endthrows. He hit the first of two cized the selection committee ing her outing.
daggers with 1:19 remaining and Wednesday for pitting his team
Allison Blackwell came in to
then sank a wide-open look from against Manhattan, which is
try
and mitigate the damage,
behind the arc with 28 second coached by Pitino's former assisLady Tigers continued
but
the
tant, Steve Masiello.
left.
Pitino's
ball
Masiello
served
as
fourthThose shots propelled
seeded Louisville (30-5) into the boy with the NBA's New York
round of 32, where it will face Knicks in the 1980s, played for
fifth-seeded Saint Louis on him at Kentucky (1996-1997)
Saturday in the Midwest Region. and then spent another six years
Ashton Pankey led 13th-seeded coaching alongside him at
Manhattan (25-8) with 16 points. Louisville (2005-11).

NCAA TOURNAMENT

Louisville squeaks by Manhattan
By MARK LONG
AP Sports Wnter
ORLANDO, Fla.(AP)6 Now
everyone knows why Louisville
coach Rick Pitino wanted nothing
to do with Manhattan.
Luke Hancock hit two huge 3pointers in the final 1:19 to help
Louisville finally shake free from
tenacious Manhattan, 71-64 in
the NCAA tournament Thursday
night.
The defending national champions were down 58-55 with less
than 4 minutes remaining 6 getting outplayed for most of the
second half6 before coming alive
from the 3-point line.

to pour it on — Grogan hit a
bases-loaded single to make it
11-3,Turley scored on a passed
ball before Carver ended, it
with a sharp single off the
pitcher to win it.
Set to start at second base and
be a major contributer for the
Lady Tigers, head coach Scott
confirmed
Tucker
also
Thursday Elizabeth Grogan
would be out for the season
after suffering a fractured
kneecap against Hickman
County Tuesday night.
"It's awful," Tucker said. "It
just about made rge sick."
Looking to get her some extra
reps prepare her for games,
Tucker said he put her into the
JV matchup Tuesday night.
Attacking the basepaths after
a bunt, Tucker said Grogan
tried to slide into second base.
"She dove head first, and the
ground didn't give and her
knee just kind of buckled," he
described. "1 just hate it for
Elizabeth because she's such a
harcrworker, and that's how she
plays— 110 percent."
The Lady Tigers continue
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their eight-games-in-eight-days
stretch tomorrow with a
matchup .against St. Mary
before picking up three more
games Saturday at the Marshall
County Slugfest.
Murray returns home to play
Tilghman
next
Paducah

Ton

10
40

Tuesday at 5:39 p.m.
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WANTED

Looking for a 4+ Bedroom Home?
Lady
CHECK OUT THESE BEAUTIFUL MURRAY PROPERTIES'
Lakers
fall 1-0 to
Henry Co.

Previous Customers
Elm Grove Baptist members
Facebook friends
former Fisher-Price/Mattel employees

The Ni

Situ,
with. a
wind 61
Satur
cent chky after

& Ca
Homel

Come See Me....

Staff Report
Calloway's Laken Kelso went
the distance Thursday night,
striking out 10 in six innings,
but gave up one run to shoulder
the loss.
Laker batters also struck out
10 times, while scattering four
hits and drawing two walks.
Earlier this week, the Lady
1-2) defeated the
Lakers
Carlisle County Lady Comets 75 on the road.
The Lakers are part of the field
for the Marshall County
Slugfest, set to start Friday night
and end Saturday afternoon.

Vol.

440 Oakwood Circle

1504 Parklane

Absolutely wonderful 5 bedroom home situated in a quiet
Subdivision on edge of town This traditional home was
Stilt in 2004 and offers spacious rooms, tons of natural
light and Just recently redone yet again with new floonng.
lighting. appliances. fresh paint and an addition of a closet
toe once before office giving it that 5th hedrimirri silitiated
31.1 Pr,ied at S219,9()0
on a I acre lot

Traditional 4 bedroom. 2 1+2 bath home located south
west of Murray. this home features a formal living room
Onginal hardwood flooring under carpeting Spacious
kitchen/dining room with fireplace Three bedrooms and
I112 bath downstairs llpstairs you will find a bonus room.
4th bedroom and full bath Large fenced backyard and
paw,
/7314r Priced at $174,900
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